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Libri Publishing
9781911450238
Pub Date: 9/1/18
$41.00
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

322 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Business & Economics  / 
E-Commerce
BUS090010

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T | 1
lb Wt

Contemporary Issues in Digital Marketing
New Paradigms, Perspectives, and Practices

John Branch, Marcus Collins, Eldad Sotnick-Yogev

Contributor Bio
John Branch is Clinical Assistant Professor of Business Administration at the Stephen M. Ross School of
Business, and Faculty Associate at the Center for Russian, East European, and European Studies, both of the
University of Michigan. John is also Visiting Fellow at Wolfson College, University of Cambridge in Cambridge,
England. Marcus Collins is a culturally curious thinker with an affinity for understanding the cognitive drivers
and environmental factors which impact human behaviour. He is a Golden Apple Award nominated faculty
member at the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan, and leads the Social Engagement
practice at Doner Advertising. Marcus was recognised as Ad Age’s 2016 40 Under 40 bright young minds who
are reinventing and reshaping marketing’s future. Eldad Sotnick-Yogev is an experienced strategic marketer
who has worked with such companies as Ford, Jaguar/Land Rover, NBA, Fitbit, Zurich Insurance, and Eurostar,
helping to steer their global digital and performance marketing strategies and analytics across paid, owned,
and earned media channels. He has...

Summary
We live in the digital age. There are more than 3 billion people connected to the internet. For every 100
people on the planet, there are 96 mobile telephone subscriptions. And more and more of our everyday
objects—cuddly toys, cars, even kettles—have created an “internet of things.” Marketers, in particular, hope
that so-called digital marketing will allow them to gain new customer insights, refine customer segmentation,
and communicate to customers more efficiently and effectively. They anticipate that the digital age will offer
possibilities for new product innovation, advanced methods for engaging customers and original vehicles for
creating brand communities.

Despite the pervasiveness of digital technologies, however, digital marketing is seemingly still in its infancy.
Contributions from both academics and practitioners who are experts in the field explore the realities of digital
marketing.

Holy Macro! Books
9781615470624
Pub Date: 8/1/19
On Sale Date: 8/1/19
$34.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Computers  /  Enterprise
Applications
COM005030

10.5 in H | 8.3 in W

Comprehensive Power BI
Ryan Bergstrom, Rob Collie, Ryan Sullivan

Contributor Bio
Ryan Bergstrom is a consultant with PowerPivotPro and enjoys witnessing “the moment” when a client
realizing how revolutionary PowerBI, PowerPivot, and PowerQuery are for their business. Rob Collie is an
entrepreneur, author, and consultant. He was one of the founding engineers behind PowerPivot at Microsoft
and operates the world's leading PowerPivot website, PowerPivotPro.com. Ryan Sullivan received a degree in
Pure Mathematics before becoming a full stack developer for Microsoft Business Intelligence tools. His
interests include optimizing business through intelligent data use and empowering analysts in the trenches.

Summary
Written by the world's foremost PowerPivot blogger and practitioner, the book's concepts and approach are
introduced in a simple, step-by-step manner. This updated third edition covers new features introduced in
2018-2019. The techniques presented allow users to produce, in hours or even minutes, results that formerly
would have taken entire teams weeks or months. It includes lessons on the difference between calculated
columns and measures; how formulas can be reused across reports of completely different shapes; how to
merge disjointed sets of data into unified reports; and how to create time-intelligent calculations in pivot
tables such as "Year over Year" and "Moving Averages." The pattern-like techniques and best practices
contained in this book have been developed and refined over two years of onsite training with Excel users
around the world, and the key lessons from those seminars are now available within the pages of this
easy-to-follow guide.
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New Century Publications
9788177084658
Pub Date: 11/10/18
$54.00
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Computers  /  Data
Transmission Systems
COM020050

9 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Digital Drive, E-governance and Internet Services in India
Quality Dimensions

Sri Ram Khanna, Paramjeet Singh

Contributor Bio
Specializing in marketing and international business, Professor Sri Ram Khanna has published 7 books and
over 100 research papers.

Summary
Digital India (DI) Vision 2019 is an initiative of the Government of India to integrate Government Ministries
and Departments with the people of India. It aims at ensuring the availability of government services to
citizens electronically by reducing paperwork. The initiative also includes plans to connect rural areas with
high-speed internet networks.

The present work incorporates a study in the form of a comprehensive survey involving 52,000 respondents
to assess the quality of internet services (QoIS) in India. Based on the findings of the survey, VOICE made a
number of recommendations to Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) and the Government of India.
The work provides deep insights into the structure and regulation of internet services in India and hence is an
invaluable source of information for various stakeholders in the field.

Bloomsbury Professional
9781526506320
Pub Date: 10/26/18
On Sale Date: 11/15/18
$258.00/£195.00 UK
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

696 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

9.8 in H | 6.1 in W

Gringras: The Laws of the Internet (5th Edition)

(Fifth Edition)

Paul Lambert

Contributor Bio
Paul Lambert, BA, LLB, LLM, CTMA, is a lecturer and solicitor specialising in contentious and non-contentious
internet, IT and intellectual property law. He frequently writes and speaks on technology related issues that
affect the legal systems in Europe, the US and Asia. Paul is also the author of A User's Guide to Data

Protection (3rd edition due to publish February 2018) and Courting Publicity: Twitter and Television Cameras

in Court (Bloomsbury Professional, October 2011).

Summary
The free flow of information and services around the world via the Internet constantly creates new issues and
problems, such as rules of jurisdiction and applicable law, how new products and services should be regulated
and many more. Gringras: The Laws of the Internet Fifth Edition is updated with numerous new practical
examples, cases (court cases and ICO complaint cases), laws and developments, including the following: -
The new Data Protection Act - The GDPR - New data risks, breaches, penalties and fines - Data Protection
Officers - Increasing emphasis on data, lifespan, harm, deletion and forgetting - Pre-problem solving new and
proposed internet and tech applications, from processes, audits, impact assessments, data protection by
design, etc. - Intellectual property developments, in particular trade marks and copyright - Revenue and tax
developments - eCommerce and mCommerce - new online crimes and offences (including online threats and
abuse), and relevant caselaw - there are also associated tort law developments included - many new
competition related developments have occur...
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Bloomsbury Professional
9781526504999
Pub Date: 9/27/18
On Sale Date: 4/19/18
$162.00/£120.00 UK
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

552 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Computers  /  Security
COM053000
Series: A User's Guide to...
Series

8.5 in H | 5.4 in W | 1.2 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

A User’s Guide to Data Protection: Law and Policy (3rd Edition)

(Third Edition)

Paul Lambert

Contributor Bio
Dr Paul Lambert, BA LLB LLM, Lecturer, Solicitor, CTMA, PhD, Consultant, has been publishing articles in legal
and business journals on topics such as data protection, social media, defamation, internet legal issues,
intellectual property and courtroom broadcasting for many years, including the European Intellectual Property
Review. He has published books in the US and Europe and spoken and written, and been interviewed, on
these issues in the US, Europe and Asia.

Summary
Are you ready if a client wishes to make a data protection claim, or needs to defend one?A User's

Guide to Data Protection: Law and Policy, Third Edition sets out all the compliance issues that
organisations need to be aware of to successfully comply with the UK data protection rules and regulations,
along with a full assessment of the EU Data Protection Regulations and their impact on UK practice. This work
is a first port of call, providing clear guidance through the complex web of data protection issues and
regulation in relation both to internal issues affecting employees, agents and contractors as well as external
issues concerning customers, prospective customers and users across all data interface. The Third Edition
includes analysis of all new cases and in-depth coverage of: - The new UK Data Protection Act 2018 - The
repeal of the Data Protection Act 1998 (subject to transitional arrangements) - The General Data Protection
Regulations - The latest information on Commissioner Office investigations, reports, guidance and proceedings
- Brexit and data protection issues includin...

Self-Counsel Press
9781770403109
Pub Date: 3/19/19
On Sale Date: 3/19/19
$16.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Computers  /  System
Administration
COM030000
Series: Reference Series

9 in H | 6 in W

Digital Legacy Plan
A guide to the personal and practical elements of your digital life before you die

Angela Crocker, Vicki McLeod

Contributor Bio
Angela Crocker has been described as a pioneer of ethical social media, a business savvy digital goddess,
and an information organizing superhero. Angela works as an author, speaker, and instructor to help
businesses and individuals plan, communicate, and engage through digital media. She is the author of
Declutter Your Data and The Content Planner. Vicki McLeod is the founder of Main Street Communications
Ltd., a strategic planning and communications firm in Vancouver. In 2013 Main Street was shortlisted by Small

Business BC as one of the Top 5 Online Marketers in the province. She was honored as 2014 Business Leader
of the Year. She’s the author of #Untrending, a local newspaper columnist, and a TEDX speaker.

Summary
When you die, what will be left about you online? How will your online accounts be accessed and how will you
be remembered for posterity? From online banking to decades worth of digital family photos, copious creative
or intellectual property, or personal history documented on social media, everyone has a widespread digital
footprint that tells the story of our lives. But how much of that story remains online after we’re gone? Angela
Crocker and Vicki Mcleod team up to give readers ideas and tips on how to handle their digital legacies. Vicki
focuses on the personal aspects of legacy, while Angela brings it down to earth with the practical, how-to
aspects. One hundred years from now, there will be one billion dead people on Facebook. And while it can be
uncomfortable to talk about death, it’s important to prepare the personal and practical elements of your
digital life before death. This guide offers best practices for online memorials, social media and mourning, and
digital etiquette in death. Also tools and resources are included throughout the book to help your digital
estate plan...
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Penguin Random House UK
9781783447176
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$16.99/£11.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 to 8
Juvenile Fiction  / 
Computers & Digital Media
JUV049000
Series: Online Safety Picture
Books

10.9 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.3 in
T | 0.8 lb Wt

#Goldilocks
Jeanne Willis, Tony Ross

Contributor Bio
Jeanne Willis is the author of Never Too Little to Love. She and Tony Ross are the author-illustrator team of
numerous books, including Chicken Clicking, Daft Bat, Dr Xargle's Book of Earthlets, I Hate School, Prince

Charmless, and Tadpole's Promise.

Summary
Everyone loves Goldilocks’ hilarious online videos, but in her quest to get more likes, more laughs and more
hits, she tries something a little more daring: stealing porridge #pipinghot, breaking chairs #fun, and using
someone else’s bed #sleep. What will Daddy Bear do when he sees that online? A hilarious cautionary tale for
a new generation of internet-users from the prize-winning partnership of Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross.

Pavilion
9781841657561
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$9.95/$12.95 Can./£6.00
UK/€7.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Science & Technology
BIO015000

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.1 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Alan Turing
The Life of a Genius

Dermot Turing

Contributor Bio
Sir Dermot Turing was educated at Sherborne and Cambridge, like his uncle, Alan Turing, before him. After
completing his DPhil in Genetics at New College, Oxford, Dermot moved into the legal profession, working first
for HM Treasury Solicitor's Department and then for Clifford Chance, where he was a partner from 1999-2014.
As Alan Turing's nephew, Dermot has followed closely the gradual revelation of the achievements of the
Bletchley codebreakers from the first release of materials in 1975 and the reopening of Bletchley Park to the
public in the early 1990s. He is a serving Trustee of Bletchley Park.

Summary
Alan Turing was an extraordinary man who crammed into a life of only 42 years the careers of mathematician,
codebreaker, computer scientist, and biologist. He is widely regarded as a war hero grossly mistreated by his
unappreciative country, and it has become hard to disentangle the real man from the story. Now, Alan Turing’s
nephew has taken a fresh look at the influences on Alan Turing’s life and creativity, and the later creation of a
legend. For the first time it is possible to disclose the real character behind the cipher-text. In Dermot’s own
style, he takes a vibrant and entertaining approach to the life and work of a true genius.
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Self-Counsel Press
9781770402775
Pub Date: 2/7/17
Ship Date: 2/7/17
$18.95/$19.95 Can./£18.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Business & Economics  / 
Business Writing
BUS011000
Series: Business Series

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

The Content Planner
A Complete Guide to Organize and Share Your Ideas Online

Angela Crocker

Contributor Bio
Angela Crocker is a writer, a teacher and an information organizer. Trained as both a business writer and a
technical writer, Angela draws on her twenty years of business experience in marketing, fundraising,
entrepreneurship, leadership and business communication. Angela was recognized as a finalist for the
Self-Employment Entrepreneur of the Year Award in 2011. An accomplished teacher, Angela has created and
presented numerous college-level courses, custom workshops and one-on-one tutorials. The Content Planner

is her third book.

Summary
The Content Planner helps business writers plan, create and publish content to a website. Readers know the
importance of publishing frequent, unique content to their blog but they struggle to take action. Some are
overwhelmed at the prospect of brainstorming topics to write about let alone writing and publishing the
content. Others are unable to organize their ideas into a viable publishing schedule and end up publishing
nothing. By using an editorial calendar to plan a month of online content in advance, each business will save
time, build relationships with customers, write more professionally, share content consistent with the brand,
and better serve their customers and potential customers. The Content Planner provides a structure that
focuses each business on the types of content that support their business objectives.

Virgin Books
9780753540626
Pub Date: 5/1/13
On Sale Date: 11/5/12
$22.95/$23.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

544 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Business & Economics  / 
Corporate & Business History
BUS077000
Territory: Canada only

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.6 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

The Apple Revolution
Steve Jobs, the Counter Culture and How the Crazy Ones Took Over the World

Luke Dormehl

Contributor Bio
Luke Dormehl is a journalist and an award-winning documentary filmmaker. With a particular focus on pop
culture, his writing has appeared extensively in dozens of online and print publications, while his films have
been screened at Cannes.

Summary
The true story behind the rise of the world's largest technology company, with exclusive insider

interviews

This is the story of how the sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll generation changed the world forever. Meet the crazy
ones who created Silicon Valley—the hippies who started the Homebrew Computer Club, the young ad
executive who first sketched out Apple's iconic logo, and the engineers who met lying down in a cardboard
geodesic dome at Stanford University. From Steve Wozniak, who built the first breakthrough Apple computers,
to Jony Ive, who imagined the iPod—the designers and programmers, the geeks, creatives, and dreamers,
they are all here. And at the center of it all, a bearded and barefoot Steve Jobs, whose singular vision would
will Apple Inc. into a future that it would come to own.
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Allen & Unwin
9781741759587
Pub Date: 5/1/11
$32.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

316 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Business & Economics  / 
Entrepreneurship
BUS025000

9.5 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1
lb Wt

Dot.Bomb Australia
How We Wrangled, Conned and Argie-bargied our Way Into the New Digital Universe

Kate Askew

Contributor Bio
Kate Askew was a senior finance writer at the Sydney Morning Herald for 11 years and was the compiler of
its CBD Column during the height of the dot com bubble. This is her first book.

Summary
The inside story of the internet boom and bust, of the business deals which made headlines, and the

colorful cast of characters behind them.

Google became a verb, countries waged war games in the new digital universe, and WikiLeaks sent
shockwaves through a superpower. We got to this point from a place that was called the dot.com bubble. Few
booms in Australia have been faster or more furious than this bubble. The brightest and best investors dived
in, technology geeks grew into overnight millionaires, and miners stopped digging dirt and started surfing the
net. The market surged and crashed, as the dot.com bubble became the dot.com bomb. Australia witnessed a
truly extraordinary efflorescence of unrestrained investment fervour. Tagged as "irrational exuberance" by Alan
Greenspan during the boom's formative period, it became a wild moment of fin de siecle and millennial
madness. A new way of valuing companies (on cash flow entirely, rather than boring old profitability) was
invented to match the new technology in play. What began with internet services and telecom start-ups
stretched...

Penguin UK
9780241308424
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$26.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  / 
Industries
BUS070030

9.3 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Connected World
From Automated Work to Virtual Wars: The Future, By Those Who Are Shaping it

Philip Larrey

Contributor Bio
Philip Larrey, Ph.D., is a Catholic priest who holds the Chair of Logic and Epistemology at the Pontifical
Lateran University in the Vatican. For years he has been following the philosophical implications of the rapid
development of artificial intelligence. With candor, he challenges industry leaders he comes into contact with
at the Vatican to discuss how technology is shaping the fabric of our society. His new book, Connected World,

represents some of the fruits of those dialogues.

Summary
The world as we know it is changing. Driverless cars, drone deliveries, and autonomous weapon systems are
no longer the stuff of science fiction. But what's next for technology and business, and how will it impact our
society? In Connected World, Philip Larrey of the Pontifical Lateran University explores the consequences of
the new digital age in conversation with leaders including Sir Martin Sorrell, CEO of WPP, Eric Schmidt, CEO of
Google's parent company Alphabet, and Maurice Lévy, CEO of Publicis Groupe. Ranging from the death of
privacy to the rise of artificial intelligence, Connected World asks the existential questions which will come to
define our age.
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MC Press
9781583473627
Pub Date: 11/1/10
$14.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

136 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Business & Economics  / 
Information Management
BUS083000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Business Intelligence Strategy
A Practical Guide for Achieving BI Excellence

John Boyer, Bill Frank, Brian Green, Tracy Harris,...

Contributor Bio
John Boyer leads the business intelligence advisory team at the Nielsen Company. He lives in Chicago. Bill

Frank has more than 25 years of experience in decision support and business intelligence and is a certified
Project Management Professional (PMP). He lives in New Brunswick, New Jersey. Brian Green is manager of
business intelligence and performance management at Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee. He lives in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. Tracy Harris is senior manager in business intelligence excellence at IBM and is
responsible for chairing the BI Excellence Advisory board and managing the BI Excellence Program and
Champion initiative at IBM. She lives in Ottawa, Ontario. Kay Van De Vanter is the enterprise BI architect
and business intelligence competency center lead at the Boeing Company. She lives in Seattle.

Summary
Geared toward IT management and business executives seeking to excel in business intelligence initiatives,
this practical guide explores creating business alignment strategies that help prioritize business requirements,
build organizational and cultural strategies, increase IT efficiency, and promote user adoption. Business
intelligence, together with business analytics and performance management, eliminates information overload
by organizing the massive amounts of information available in the modern enterprise. Addressing the
challenges of business intelligence operations, this resource supports the goal of better business decision
making and identifying unrealized opportunities. Each chapter includes a checklist of recommended
approaches and a strategy overview template.

Legend Times Group
9781787198623
Pub Date: 6/30/18
On Sale Date: 6/30/18
$19.99/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

204 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Business & Economics  / 
Personal Finance
BUS050000

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Conquer the Web
The Ultimate Cybersecurity Guide

Jonathan Reuvid, Nick Wilding, Tim Mitchell, Maure...

Contributor Bio
Jonathan Reuvid originated and has edited ten editions of Managing Business Risk in association with the
Institute of Risk Management (IRM), eight editions of Personal Wealth Management with the Institute of
Directors (IoD), and an acclaimed series of guides to doing business with China. He is also co-author of
International Trade, endorsed by ICC United Kingdom, published in Chinese as well as English. An Oxford MA,
Jonathan was formerly an economist with the French national oil company, Total, and later Director of
European Operations for a US Fortune 500 precision components manufacturer before embarking on a second
career in publishing. He has more than 80 published titles to his name.

Summary
This is the ultimate guide to protect your data on the web. From passwords to opening emails,

everyone knows what they should do but do you do it? Tons of malicious content floods the internet
which can compromise your system and your device, be it your laptop, tablet or phone. How often do you
make payments online? Do you have children and want to ensure they stay safe online? How often do you sit
at a coffee shop and log onto their free WIFI? How often do you use social media on the train or bus? If you
believe using an antivirus software will keep devices safe... you are wrong. This book will guide you and
provide solutions to avoid common mistakes and to combat cyber attacks. This Guide covers areas such as
building resilience into our IT Lifestyle; Online Identity; Cyber Abuse: Scenarios and Stories; Protecting
Devices; Download and share; Gaming, gamble and travel; Copycat websites; I Spy and QR Codes; Banking,
apps and Passwords. Includes chapers from Nick Wilding, General Manager at AXELOS, Tim Mitchell, Content

Director at Get Safe Online, Maureen Kendal, Director at Cyberca...
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Self-Counsel Press
9781770402201
Pub Date: 2/15/15
$18.95/$24.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Business & Economics  / 
Public Relations
BUS052000
Series: Business Series

9 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Business Cyberbullies and How to Fight Back
Debbie Elicksen

Contributor Bio
Debbie Elicksen is a Social Media Publicist, Marketing Strategist, and Content Creator with experience working
with high profile celebrities, communications, media, and publishing. She co-hosts the web show Virtual
Newsmakers with Cynthia K. Seymour, and has written and published 11 books, including Self-Counsel Press
titles: Publishing & Marketing in the Digital Age and Self-Publishing 101. www.businesscyberbullying.com.

Businesses are frequently under attack by rivals and antagonists, and their reputations can be ruined by false
websites, hacking and rumor-mongering online. Debbie Elicksen, an experienced author on digital issues,
guides businesses with a step-by-step plan to protect their brands and deal with cybe...

Summary
Businesses are frequently under attack by rivals and antagonists, and their reputations can be ruined by false
websites, hacking and rumor-mongering online. Debbie Elicksen, an experienced author on digital issues,
guides businesses with a step-by-step plan to protect their brands and deal with cyberbullies.

Crowood Press
9781847975669
Pub Date: 4/1/14
$27.95/$33.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Computers  /  Cad-Cam
COM007000
Series: Crowood
Metalworking Guides

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.4 lb Wt

CAD for the Workshop
Neill Hughes

Contributor Bio
Neill Hughes is a professional mechanical engineer with many years of practical industrial experience. He has
worked on projects ranging from the design and development of bespoke production-line machinery, to
product design for manufacture and prototype development. He currently works both as a freelance designer
and as a lecturer in engineering design and computer-aided design.

Summary
A practical guide suitable for home metalworkers and model engineers

Computer-aided design (CAD) technology is essential for modern design and manufacture in the workshop.
With software more practical, affordable, and accessible than ever, there has never been a better time to
learn how to get the most out of CAD. Whether a reader is new to CAD or ready to try more advanced
software, this practical guide gives a thorough introduction to the technology and how to greatly enhance
design and manufacture in the workshop. It covers design techniques—not restricted to any CAD software
package, software selection, and the conventions of technical drawing. It offers case studies demonstrating
the application of different CAD techniques for a range of projects.
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MC Press
9781583470725
Pub Date: 5/1/07
$59.95/$74.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

552 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Computers  /  Certification
Guides
COM055000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1.8
lb Wt

DB2 9 Fundamentals
Certification Study Guide

Roger E. Sanders

Contributor Bio
Roger E. Sanders is the president of Roger Sanders Enterprises, Inc. He has written articles for publications
such as Certification Magazine and IDUG Solutions Journal, authored tutorials for IBM's developerWorks
website, and writes a regular column in DB2 Magazine.

Summary
Starting with the certification process itself and ending with the concept of isolation levels and locking, this
guide covers everything needed to know to pass the DB2 9 Fundamentals Certification Exam (Exam 730). The
prerequisite for all intermediate and follow-on DB2 certifications, XML usage, basic table creation, a rich set of
sample questions, and detailed answers are all included, forming the foundation for understanding the newest
version of IBM’s flagship database product. Regardless of what future certification path the reader is planning
on pursuing, this study guide will chart a course for proficiency in DB2 9.

MC Press
9781583473856
Pub Date: 11/22/13
$17.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Computers  /  Databases
COM021040

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

DB2 11
The Database for Big Data & Analytics

Cristian Molaro, Surekha Parekh, Terry Purcell, Ju...

Contributor Bio
Cristian Molaro is an independent DB2 specialist and an IBM gold consultant. He was recognized as an IBM
Champion in 2009, 2010, and 2011. He is the coauthor of DB2 9 for z/OS: Distributed Functions and DB2 10

for z/OS: The Smarter, Faster Way to Upgrade. Surekha Parekh is IBM’s worldwide marketing program
director for DB2 for z/OS and leads the social media strategy for information management on System z. She
is the coauthor of DB2 10 for z/OS: Cost Savings . . . Right Out of the Box, DB2 10 for z/OS: The Smarter,

Faster Way to Upgrade, and The Business Value of DB2 for z/OS: IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator and

Optimizer. Terry Purcell is a senior technical staff member with the IBM Silicon Valley Lab, where he is lead
designer for the DB2 for z/OS Optimizer. He is the coauthor of The Business Value of DB2 for z/OS: IBM DB2

Analytics Accelerator and Optimizer. He lives in Springfield, Illinois. Julian Stuhler is a principal consultant
with Triton Consulting, a UK-based company specializing in the provision of DB2 consultancy, education,
software, and managed services to clients throug...

Summary
The landscape of today’s business is shaped by the mountains of data being produced, with rapid growth in
the volume, variety, and velocity of data due to the explosion of smart devices, mobile applications, cloud
computing, and social media. Much of this growth has been in unstructured data; however, by 2020, internet
business transactions—business-to-business and business-to-consumer—are predicted to reach 450 billion per
day. Smart organizations are seeking innovative ways to turn this explosion of data, called big data, into
actionable insights. This book explores the attributes that make IBM’s DB2 11 for z/OS the ideal database for
big data and business-critical analytics in the new era of computing. It is packed with rich information about
features and business benefits of the relational database management system’s newest software release,
including even more out-of-the-box CPU savings, enhanced resiliency, capabilities to excel at business-critical
analytics, and simpler, faster upgrades for quicker return on investment (ROI). Find out why DB2 is the
database of choice for bi...
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Ess Ess Publications
9788193359716
Pub Date: 8/10/17
$60.00
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

296 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000

8.8 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Data Management for Libraries
Understanding DBMS, RDBMS, IR Technologies & Tools

V.J. Suseela, V. Uma

Summary
A library is a system that consists of inter-dependent and interrelated sub-systems that generate huge
amounts of data. It shares the common data within the system and across the systems. In modern integrated
library systems, the bibliographic data is primarily connected to various other sub-systems. The back-end
relational database management systems (RDBMS) are effective in organizing the data in standard formats
while avoiding data redundancy. The data created from this process is usually made available to users for
their retrieval. Thus, the entire cycle revolves around the growing information requirements of users. This
book attempts to focus on creating and understanding the basic concepts of databases, library databases,
DBMS/RDBMS functioning at the backend of LIS operations in building such databases while specifying the
usefulness of DBMS approach in the effective retrieval of information from library catalogs, as well as from
external online databases. The relevant strategies to be applied in information retrieval and useful tools are
briefly dealt with, with information g...

Holy Macro! Books
9781932802092
Pub Date: 5/1/05
$99.00/$139.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
CD-ROM

1150 Pages
Carton Qty: 51
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000
Series: Visual Training series

5 in H | 5 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Access VBA Made Accessible
A Complete Course on Microsoft Access Programming

Dr. Gerard Verschuuren

Contributor Bio
Gerard Verschuuren is a Microsoft Certified Professional specializing in VB, VBA, and VB.NET. He is the
author of Slide Your Way Through Excel VBA and Excel for Scientists. He lives in Atkinson, New Hampshire.

Summary
These self-paced courses provide technology users with the training required for proficiency. Presented
visually on more than 1,400 slides, and with frequent self-checks to ensure mastery, these tutorials include a
convenient navigation system that allows the learners to jump to any specific location.
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MC Press
9781583470763
Pub Date: 10/15/08
$59.95/$65.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1.3
lb Wt

Administering Informix Dynamic Server
Building the Foundation

Carlton Doe

Contributor Bio
Carlton Doe was a data server administrator and 4GL developer for Informix for more than 10 years and is
currently a senior certified consulting IT specialist for IBM. He cofounded the International Informix Users
Group and served as its president and on its board of directors for several years. He is the author of
Administering Informix Dynamic Server on Windows NT and Informix-OnLine Dynamic Server Handbook. He
lives in Dallas, Texas.

Summary
Geared towards database server administrators who need to get a server up and running in a short amount of
time, this guide focuses on the basic skills required to administer and maintain the Informix Dynamic Server
(IDS) data server. Each of the major functional areas of the database server are reviewed, including
designing, initializing, monitoring, building availability layers, securing data, and the data processing
environment. This book reviews how the IDS works, how to install it, how to configure a database
environment, back up, recovery, and includes an introduction to monitoring instance operations, making it
useful to current IDS users who need to upgrade from earlier versions of the data server as well as those who
have never used IDS before.

MC Press
9781583473573
Pub Date: 4/24/13
$79.95/$87.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

504 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000

10 in H | 8 in W | 1.1 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

Database Design and SQL for DB2
James Cooper

Contributor Bio
James Cooper is a professor and the program coordinator for the computer studies department at Lambton
College. He lives in Sarnia, Ontario.

Summary
Thorough and updated coverage of database design and SQL for DB2 are the focus of this guide for the
relational database-management system used on IBM i computer systems. Suitable for classroom instruction
or self-study, this book explains the most widely used database language and the way that language is
implemented on a variety of computer platforms. Topics covered include database concepts, SQL inquiries,
web applications, and database security, and the material is reinforced by numerous illustrations, examples,
and exercises.
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MC Press
9781583474013
Pub Date: 2/1/15
Ship Date: 2/1/15
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000
Territory: WOR X AU & NZ

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

DB2 11
The Ultimate Database for Cloud, Analytics & Mobile

John Campbell, Chris Crone, Gareth Jones, Surekha ...

Contributor Bio
John Campbell is an IBM distinguished engineer reporting to the director for z/OS development at the IBM
Silicon Valley Lab. He specializes in design for high performance and data sharing and is one of IBM’s
foremost authorities for implementing high-end database and transaction-processing applications. He is a
coauthor of The Business Value of DB2 for z/OS: IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator and Optimizer and DB2 10 for

z/OS: The Smarter, Faster Way to Upgrade. Chris Crone is a distinguished engineer with the IBM DB2 for
z/OS development team, where he has worked for 25 years. He is the team lead for the RDS Execution
Engine team and has been working on improving the performance and scalability of DB2 for z/OS. Gareth

Jones is a member of IBM’s DB2 for z/OS SWAT Team. He previously worked for IBM’s strategic outsourcing
division and in BetaWorks. They both live in San Jose, California. Surekha Parekh is IBM’s worldwide
marketing program director. She has more than 25 years of experience in B2B market management and leads
the marketing for DB2 for z/OS globally. She is a coauthor of The B...

Summary
Essential information about early customer experiences, migration advice, and performance specifics

from IBM experts directly involved in the development of DB2 11

Building on the previously published DB2 11: The Database for Big Data and Analytics, this book is
particularly for new and existing DB2 for z/OS customers and users who want to learn as much as they can
about the new software version before migrating their organizations to DB2 11 for z/OS. The guide begins
with a technical overview of DB2 11 features and explains how the new functions in DB2 11 can help
enterprise customers address the challenges they face with the explosion of data and information. There has
been rapid growth in the variety, volume, and velocity of data due to the increase of smart devices, mobile
applications, cloud computing, and social media, and many of the enhancements in DB2 11 are focused on
enabling enterprise customers to respond to these market opportunities in a cost-effective way. The book
includes a detailed discussion for helping customers plan their DB2 11 migration strategy, and shares ex...

MC Press
9781583473979
Pub Date: 7/15/16
Ship Date: 7/15/16
$89.95/$107.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

600 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000
Series: DB2 DBA Certification

9 in H | 7 in W | 1.2 in T | 2
lb Wt

DB2 11 for z/OS Database Administration
Certification Study Guide

Susan Lawson

Contributor Bio
Susan Lawson is an internationally recognized consultant, author, and lecturer with a background in system
and database administration. She is an IBM GOLD Consultant for DB2 and z, an IBM Champion, and a Subject
Matter Expert for several IBM DB2 for z/OS Certification exams.

Summary
Written primarily for database administrators who work on z/OS and who are taking the IBM DB2 11 for z/OS
Database Administration certification exam (Exam 312), this resource also appeals to those who simply want
to master the skills needed to be an effective database administrator of z/OS mainframes. This study guide is
designed to provide those seeking certification with an intense overview of DB2 11 for z/OS and all topics
covered on the exam. Sample questions are provided at the end of each chapter, along with answers and
explanations.
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MC Press
9781583478561
Pub Date: 11/26/16
Ship Date: 11/26/16
$64.95/$87.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000
Series: DB2 DBA Certification

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

DB2 11 System Administrator for z/OS: Certification Study Guide
Exam 317

Judy Nall

Contributor Bio
Judy H. Nall is an internationally recognized DB2 speaker writer, consultant, and educator. She has worked
with DB2 since the first release. Her company, Computer Business International, Inc., for 21 years has
provided DB2 classes, consulting, and mentoring on DB2 for z/OS. Judy is an IBM DB2 Gold Consultant, IBM
Champion for Analytics 2009-2016, IDUG RUG Planning Committee Member, President of the Alabama DB2
Users Group, past IDUG conference chair, IBM DB2 for z/OS Gold Consultant Advisory Council member, and
author of DB2 9 System Administration for z/OS: Certification Guide. She holds IBM certifications in DB2 9,
10, and 11 for z/OS Database Administration; DB2 9, 10, and 11 for z/OS System Administration; and DB2
11 for z/OS Application Programming.

Summary
This book provides an in-depth review of the skills required to pass IBM’s DB2 11 for z/OS System
Administration exam 317 certification exam. This book addresses the changes in this new release of the DB2
11 for z/OS System Administration certification test, specifically for the latest version of DB2 for z/OS, version
11. Each section of the exam addresses a detailed set of skills that a DB2 system administrator on DB2 11 for
z/OS should have. This book takes those sections, chapter by chapter, and provides the information a DB2 for
z/OS system administrator will need to know to pass the certification exam. Practice questions and answers
follow each chapter. A new practice final exam has been added to the book. The reader will come away being
fully prepared to pass exam 317 and acquire certification, an important milestone showing significant
academic and/or professional achievement.

MC Press
9781583478608
Pub Date: 11/1/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

DB2 12 for z/OS—The #1 Enterprise Database
SECURE, SEAMLESS INTEGRATION for an Analytics, Mobile & Cloud World

Surekha Parekh

Contributor Bio
Surekha Parekh (surekhaparekh@uk.ibm.com) is IBM’s WW Marketing Portfolio Director, DB2 for z/OS. She
has more than 25 years’ experience in B2B Market Management across a broad range of IT products and
solutions with proven results. Surekha currently leads the Marketing for DB2 for z/OS globally and is
responsible for market strategy, planning, and execution of tactics in IBM. A successful campaign and brand
manager, Surekha has led several IBM global campaigns, including the 30th Anniversary of DB2. She is
customer-focused and understands the importance of Customer Relationship Management. She also leads the
Social Media Strategy for Information Management on System z. Surekha is a member of Chartered
Marketers. She represents IBM on the International DB2 User Group (IDUG) committee and is currently the
IDUG Marketing Chair.

Summary
Analytics, Mobile, and Cloud are changing the landscape for enterprise customers. These technology trends
are driven partly by an explosion of data and by business’ needs to gain “deeper business insight” from
enterprise data, to improve business efficiency and effectiveness. The enterprise’s data server is at the heart
of this revolution—so data servers must be agile, secure, and integrate seamlessly with these newer
technologies. This book provides an overview of how DB2 12 addresses these business and technological
needs. It will help architects and IT professionals understand DB2 12’s capabilities and ensure that business
and IT are aligned, and also ensure that they design and deliver an architecture that supports the most
efficient and secure IT environment to meet an enterprise’s business needs.
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MC Press
9781583473818
Pub Date: 5/28/13
$17.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
10 Code Samples
Carton Qty: 100
Computers  /  Databases
COM021000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

The Business Value of DB2 for z/OS
IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator and Optimizer

John Campbell, Namik Hrle, Ruiping Li, Surekha Par...

Contributor Bio
John Campbell is an IBM distinguished engineer and one of IBM’s foremost authorities for implementing
high-end database and transaction-processing applications. He is the coauthor of DB2 10 for z/OS. Namik

Hrle is an IBM distinguished engineer and a member of the IBM Academy of Technology. He works in the IBM
Boeblingen Development Laboratory in Germany as the chief information management technologist. Ruiping

Li is a senior software engineer in DB2 for z/OS development at the IBM Silicon Valley Lab. She lives in San
Francisco. Surekha Parekh is IBM’s worldwide marketing program director for DB2 for z/OS and leads the
social media strategy for information management on System z. She is the coauthor of DB2 10 for z/OS.
Terry Purcell is a senior technical staff member with the IBM Silicon Valley Lab, where he is lead designer for
the DB2 for z/OS Optimizer. He lives in Springfield, Illinois.

Summary
Celebrating the 30th anniversary of the first release of DB2, this book highlights the important milestones,
capabilities, and impacts of the database management software for IBM’s mainframe operating system.
Special focus is given to IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator, covering the key design and operational aspects that
enable IBM DB2 for z/OS clients to benefit from faster performance, reduced CPU usage, and lower costs. The
second half of the book discusses performance enhancements and cost-saving measures in the version 10
release and is rich with hints and tips for a successful upgrade. A special section on query performance and
IBM DB2 Optimizer illustrates how DB2 10 addresses customer issues such as reducing total cost of ownership
while maintaining stability and reliability. The final section is a collection of case studies in which DB2 10 for
z/OS customers share their migration experiences and articulate the business benefits they are seeing since
upgrading to the new release.

Holy Macro! Books
9781932802399
Pub Date: 10/1/08
$99.00/$99.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
CD-ROM

1150 Pages
includescdrom Yes
Carton Qty: 50
Computers  /  Desktop
Applications
COM084010
Series: Visual Training series

5 in H | 5 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Access 2007 VBA Made Accessible (2nd Edition)

Dr. Gerard Verschuuren

Contributor Bio
Dr. Gerard M. Verschuuren is a Microsoft Certified Professional specializing in VB, VBA, and VB.NET. He has
more than 20 years of teaching experience and is the author of numerous computer books, including Excel

2007 Expert, Join the Exceller's League, and Slide Your Way Through Excel VBA. He lives in Atkinson, New
Hampshire.

Summary
Designed as a training tool, this reference allows Access users to advance to the next level by using Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA), a powerful object-oriented programming language packaged with every copy of
Access sold). Containing more than 1,110 step-by-step slides, this user-friendly guide ensures total absorption
of the material by encouraging a self-paced training program. From learning total control of coding to
employing various variables and spotting errors, this resource provides a solid foundation for those who want
to develop Access databases.
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MC Press
9781583470985
Pub Date: 11/1/09
$54.95/$59.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 34
Computers  /  Desktop
Applications
COM084000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Driving the Power of AIX
Performance Tuning on IBM Power

Ken Milberg

Contributor Bio
Ken Milberg is the president and managing consultant of PowerTCO Solutions, a New York–based IBM
business partner. He is a technical editor for IBM Systems Magazine and Power Systems Edition, as well as a
frequent contributor to IBM developerWorks. He has consulted with many global Fortune 400 companies, is a
PMI-certified project management professional and an IBM certified advanced technical expert, and holds
certifications in Solaris and HP-UX.technical. He lives in New York City.

Summary
A concise reference for IT professionals, this book goes beyond the rules and contains the best practices and
strategies for solid tuning methodology. Tips based on years of experience from an AIX tuning master show
specific steps for monitoring and tuning CPU, virtual memory, disk I/O, and network components. Also offering
techniques for tuning Oracle and Linux structures that run on an IBM power system—as well as for the new
AIX 6.1—this manual discusses what tools are available, how to best use them to collect historical data, and
when to analyze trends and results. The only comprehensive, up-to-date guide on AIX tuning, this is a
must-have for administrators, systems engineers and architects, and other capacity planners.

Visual Steps Publishing
9789059054226
Pub Date: 8/17/15
Ship Date: 8/17/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Computers  /  Desktop
Applications
COM084000
Series: Computer Books for
Seniors series

10 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Creating a Website with WordPress
Studio Visual Steps

Contributor Bio
Studio Visual Steps is a team of experienced professionals dedicated to producing useful and informative
technology titles.

Summary
For many people, creating and updating a personal website has become a fun and enjoyable hobby, and with
the free, user-friendly WordPress software, you can make your own personal and professional website in no
time at all. This practical how-to book shows you step by step exactly what to do. From choosing a theme and
layout to adding text, hyperlinks, images, and videos, this book—and the software from WordPress—explains
everything necessary for creating and finalizing your website and going live. The book is suitable for
computers with Windows 10, 8.1, 7, Vista, and Mac OS X.
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Holy Macro! Books
9781615470082
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$39.95/$43.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
DVD-ROM

25 Pages
Includes DVD-ROM
Carton Qty: 120
Computers  /  Desktop
Applications
COM054000

5 in H | 5 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Ctrl+Shift+Enter
Mastering Excel Array Formulas

Mike Girvin

Contributor Bio
Mike Girvin is the author of Slaying Excel Dragons and has more than 800 Excel how-to videos on YouTube.

He teaches finance, accounting, and statistics using Excel at the community college level. He lives in Seattle.

Summary
Created for heavy-duty users who prefer a visual learning experience, this DVD-ROM is an all-encompassing
video edition of Ctrl+Shift+Enter Mastering Excel Formulas. Users have the option of choosing a topic of
interest from an assortment of videos featured on the menu, and once viewing the segment, they may click a
link adjacent to the video to launch the Excel file featured in the segment. Compatible with Macs or PCs and
narrated throughout, the DVD-ROM can function as a stand-alone educational tool or be used to enhance the
understanding of the book’s contents. With this tutorial, power users will learn to create formulas that solve
everyday problems with a series of data values that standard Excel formulas cannot or would be too arduous
to attempt. Among the topics covered are the differences between array and standard Excel formulas, which
functions are appropriate for their usage, and criteria for extracting data and lists.

Holy Macro! Books
9781615470075
Pub Date: 7/21/13
$29.95/$32.95 Can./£28.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

308 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Computers  /  Desktop
Applications
COM054000

9.3 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Ctrl+Shift+Enter Mastering Excel Array Formulas
Do the Impossible with Excel Formulas Thanks to Array Formula Magic

Mike Girvin

Contributor Bio
Mike Girvin is the author of Slaying Excel Dragons and has more than 800 Excel how-to videos on YouTube.
He teaches finance, accounting, and statistics using Excel at the community college level. He lives in Seattle.

Summary
Designed with Excel gurus in mind, this handbook outlines how to create formulas that can be used to solve
everyday problems with a series of data values that standard Excel formulas cannot or would be too arduous
to attempt. Beginning with an introduction to array formulas, this manual examines topics such as how they
differ from ordinary formulas, the benefits and drawbacks of their use, functions that can and cannot handle
array calculations, and array constants and functions. Among the practical applications surveyed include how
to extract data from tables and unique lists, how to get results that match any criteria, and how to utilize
various methods for unique counts. This book contains 529 screen shots.
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Holy Macro! Books
9781615470273
Pub Date: 7/15/14
Ship Date: 7/15/14
$29.95/$31.95 Can./£26.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

175 Pages
Carton Qty: 34
Computers  /  Desktop
Applications
COM054000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Dashboarding and Reporting with Power Pivot and Excel
How to Design and Create a Financial Dashboard with PowerPivot – End to End

Kasper de Jonge

Contributor Bio
Kasper de Jonge is a senior program manager on the Analysis Services team at Microsoft, where he has
worked developing features for Power Pivot and other Analysis Services products such as the Tabular model
and Multidimensional cubes. He is a frequent speaker at conferences such as TechEd, SQLPASS, and
SQLSaturday, and is the creator of Power Pivot Blog, one of the leading Power Pivot websites. He lives in the
Seattle area.

Summary
Microsoft’s revolutionary Power Pivot is a tool that allows users to create and transform data into reports and
dashboards in new and much more powerful ways using the most-used analytical tool in the world: Excel.

This book, written by a member of Microsoft’s Power Pivot team, provides a practical step by step guide on
creating a financial dashboard. The book covers in detail how to combine and shape the relevant data, build
the dashboard in Excel, providing layout and design tips and tricks, prepare the model to work with fiscal
dates, and show values used in many financial reports, including year-to-date, variance-to-target, percentage-
of-total, and running totals reports.

Accessibly written, this book offers readers a practical, real-world scenario and can be used as a day-to-day
reference. Though the guide focuses on Power Pivot for Excel 2010, a chapter that discusses Power
View—compatible with Excel 2013— and Power BI is also included.

MC Press
9781583474174
Pub Date: 4/15/15
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

80 Pages
Carton Qty: 120
Computers  /  Enterprise
Applications
COM005030
Territory: WOR X AU & NZ

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

The Chief Data Officer Handbook for Data Governance
Sunil Soares

Contributor Bio
Sunil Soares is the founder and managing partner of Information Asset, a consulting firm that specializes in
data governance, and is a former director of information governance at IBM. He is the author of Big Data

Governance; Data Governance Tools: Evaluation Criteria, Big Data Governance, and Alignment with Enterprise

Data Management; The IBM Data Governance Unified Process; IBM InfoSphere: A Platform for Big Data

Governance and Process Data Governance; and Selling Information Governance to the Business. He lives in
Harrington Park, New Jersey.

Summary
A practical guide for today’s chief data officers to define and manage data governance programs

The relatively new role of chief data officer (CDO) has been created to address the issue of managing a
company’s data as a strategic asset, but the problem is that there is no universally accepted “playbook” for
this role. Magnifying the challenge is the rapidly increasing volume and complexity of data, as well as
regulatory compliance as it relates to data. In this book, Sunil Soares provides a practical guide for today’s
chief data officers to manage data as an asset while delivering the trusted data required to power business
initiatives, from the tactical to the transformative. The guide describes the relationship between the CDO and
the data governance team, whose task is the formulation of policy to optimize, secure, and leverage
information as an enterprise asset by aligning the objectives of multiple functions. Soares provides unique
insight into the role of the CDO and presents a blueprint for implementing data governance successfully within
the context of the position. With prac...
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Variant Press
9780994031037
Pub Date: 3/25/19
On Sale Date: 3/25/19
$32.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

544 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Computers  /  History
COM080000
Series: Commodore

9 in H | 6 in W

Commodore
The Final Years

Brian Bagnall

Contributor Bio
Brian Bagnall is the author of numerous computer titles, including Core LEGO Mindstorms, the Commodore
Series, and Maximum LEGO EV3. His books have been translated into German, French, Polish, Japanese, and
Italian.

Summary
Concluding the Commodore trilogy, this book takes a look at Commodore's resurgence in the late 1980's and
then ultimate demise. This was a period of immense creativity from engineers within the company, who began
“moonshot” projects using emerging CD-ROM technology. Get to know the people behind Commodore's
successes and failures as they battle to stay relevant amidst blistering competition from Nintendo, Apple, and
the onslaught of IBM PC clones. Told through interviews with company insiders, this examination of the now
defunct company traces the engineering breakthroughs and baffling decisions that led to the demise of
Commodore.

Analytics Press
9781938377105
Pub Date: 2/1/18
Ship Date: 2/1/18
$11.95/$13.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Big Data, Big Dupe
A little book about a big bunch of nonsense

Stephen Few

Contributor Bio
Stephen Few is the founder of the IT consultancy Perceptual Edge. With 35 years of experience in the field, he
harbors an ardent love/hate relationship with IT. The world is inundated with far too many unneeded and
poorly designed IT products. The great promise of IT is being undermined by an irresponsible industry and
poorly skilled practitioners. He advocates a more thoughtful, ethical, human-focused, skills-based, and design-
oriented revolution in IT to reduce the waste, prevent further harm, and set our feet once and for all on the
path to an “information age” worthy of the name. He speaks, teaches, and consults around the world and
writes the quarterly "Visual Business Intelligence Newsletter." He is also the author of four other books:
"Show Me the Numbers: Designing Tables and Graphs to Enlighten," "Information Dashboard Design:
Displaying Data for At-a-Glance Monitoring," "Now You See It: Simple Visualization Techniques for Quantitative
Analysis," and "Signal: Understanding What Matters in a World of Noise."

Summary
"Big Data, Big Dupe" is a little book about a big bunch of nonsense. The story of David and Goliath inspires us
to hope that something little, when armed with truth, can topple something big that is a lie. This is the
author’s hope. While others have written about the dangers of Big Data, Stephen Few reveals the deceit that
belies its illusory nature. If “data is the new oil,” Big Data is the new snake oil. It isn’t real. It’s a marketing
campaign that has distracted us for years from the real and important work of deriving value from data.
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Ess Ess Publications
9788170004844
Pub Date: 8/18/06
$65.00
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

544 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W

Computer Based Library and Information Systems Designing

Techniques
Revised Edition

Madan Mohan Kashyap

Summary
The purpose of this book is to give accounts of systems theory to help one to understand the process of
systems analysis and design as well as design better information technology based systems in libraries; to
describe the methodology for conducting system study and to explain the use and application of systems
analysis and design tools and techniques.

Ess Ess Publications
9788170005346
Pub Date: 10/1/08
$64.00
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

296 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

8.5 in H | 5.8 in W

Demystifying Databases
A Hands-on Guide for Database Management

Shiva Sukula

Summary
As databases have become more powerful, more standardized, and more affordable, database technology has
been transformed from a proprietary technology that companies can use to gain an edge over their rivals into
an infrastructural technology that is shared by all competitors. This book presents the concepts for design and
implementation of modern databases. An analytical approach is followed so that the concepts learned can be
applied not only to the wide variety of databases that exist, but can also be used to build systems for the
future. The book provides emphasis on the design and the formalization of databases. The conceptual,
mathematical, and practical aspects are stressed. Chapters are divided as: Overview of Database .
Architecture . Indigenous Databases . Growth and Development of Databases . Marketing of Databases . Web
Application of Databases. The focus is on a coherent systematic coverage of database design, applications,
and trends, presenting a reasonably comprehensive explanation of the process of the development of
database application systems within the framework ...
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Ess Ess Publications
9788170005155
Pub Date: 12/1/07
$51.00
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

414 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W

Digital Libraries and Information Networks
Amjad Ali

Summary
Digital libraries and information networks provide a large quantity of information without any limitation of time
and space. They are increasingly being used for fulfilling social needs, such as the preservation of linguistic,
literary, historical, and cultural heritages. Access to such information is simpler and more economic. They
support teaching and learning and allow the new media of information to be managed more effectively. In this
book, popular digital libraries and information networks - being developed in India as well as internationally -
are examined. Additionally, the book examines 20 major digital libraries in India, which are at a developing
stage. It will be useful for the students of library science, information science, journalism, and mass
communication, as well as for those who are interested in information retrieval through modern means.

Ess Ess Publications
9788170004288
Pub Date: 5/17/05
$49.00
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

428 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

Digital Libraries in the Making
Amjad Ali

Summary
This book covers the development of the various kinds of information media specifically the digital technology
of recording and reproduction of information which led to the transformation of the present day libraries. The
book also discusses about some major information networks and sources of information available digitally at
present.
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Ess Ess Publications
9788170005377
Pub Date: 10/1/08
$64.00
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

411 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Dynamics in Digital Information Systems
Festschrift Volume in Honour of Prof. M. Bavakutty

A. Amudhavalli

Summary
Knowledge management facilitates empowering rural, indigenous, and marginalized communities through
implementation of e-governance, providing access to a variety of government documents relevant to the life
of rural communities, village kiosks, land-sat imaging and remote sensing, geographical information systems,
etc. Knowledge management also enables the sharing of the wealth of tacit community knowledge for the
good of the nation and the global community, which facilitates the understanding between cultures. Recent
developments and extensions of information and communication technology applications points to the
possibilities of bridging the digital divide and better management of rural community knowledge. This
festschrift is in honor of Professor M. Bavakutty and is a befitting tribute to a dedicated colleague of the
library and information science profession in India. From an Indian perspective, the papers discuss the areas
of knowledge management, knowledge organization, library and information systems, services, and
professionals in the digital and networked environment.

MC Press
9781583473771
Pub Date: 1/1/13
$59.95/$65.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

368 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Big Data Governance
An Emerging Imperative

Sunil Soares

Contributor Bio
Sunil Soares is the founder of Information Asset LLC, a consulting firm focused on helping clients build
information governance programs, and a former director of information governance at IBM. He is the author
of The IBM Data Governance Unified Process and Selling Information Governance to the Business. He lives in
Harrington Park, New Jersey.

Summary
Written by a leading expert in the field, this guide focuses on the convergence of two major trends in
information management—big data and information governance—by taking a strategic approach oriented
around business cases and industry imperatives. With the advent of new technologies, enterprises are
expanding and handling very large volumes of data; this book, nontechnical in nature and geared toward
business audiences, encourages the practice of establishing appropriate governance over big data initiatives
and addresses how to manage and govern big data, highlighting the relevant processes, procedures, and
policies. It teaches readers to understand how big data fits within an overall information governance program;
quantify the business value of big data; apply information governance concepts such as stewardship,
metadata, and organization structures to big data; appreciate the wide-ranging business benefits for various
industries and job functions; sell the value of big data governance to businesses; and establish step-by-step
processes to implement big data governance.
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MC Press
9781583473443
Pub Date: 12/1/11
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 96
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Customer Experience Analytics
The Key to Real-Time, Adaptive Customer Relationships

Arvind Sathi

Contributor Bio
Dr. Arvind Sathi is the global communication sector lead architect for the information agenda team at IBM.
He received a PhD in Business Administration from Carnegie Mellon University. He lives in Englewood,
Colorado.

Summary
Through a series of case studies from a variety of industries to show how customer experience analytics
(CEA) is reshaping business, this book explores the technologies available to help businesses create a
competitive advantage and real-time relationship with customers. This book provides a program based in
business values that appeal to senior management and a solution architecture that utilizes the fast,
intelligent, and productive capabilities of CEA. Exploring the internet's impact on consumer power, this book
reflects on the sophistication of business markets in multisupplier management, electronic gateways, and
customer and product data across the supply hierarchy.

MC Press
9781583478448
Pub Date: 2/1/15
Ship Date: 2/1/15
$59.95/$69.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

368 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000
Territory: WOR X AU & NZ

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Data Governance Tools
Evaluation Criteria, Big Data Governance, and Alignment with Enterprise Data Management

Sunil Soares

Contributor Bio
Sunil Soares is the founder and managing partner of Information Asset, a consulting firm that specializes in
data governance, and is a former director of information governance at IBM, where he worked with clients
across six continents and multiple industries. He is the author of Big Data Governance, The IBM Data

Governance Unified Process, IBM InfoSphere: A Platform for Big Data Governance and Process Data

Governance, and Selling Information Governance to the Business. He lives in Harrington Park, New Jersey.

Summary
Comprehensively covers evaluation criteria for and capabilities of the software tools available for

implementing a data governance program

Data governance programs often start off using programs such as Microsoft Excel and Microsoft SharePoint to
document and share data governance artifacts. But these tools often lack critical functionality. Meanwhile,
vendors have matured their data governance offerings to the extent that today's organizations need to
consider tools as a critical component of their data governance programs. In this book, data governance
expert Sunil Soares reviews the Enterprise Data Management (EDM) reference architecture and discusses key
data governance tasks that can be automated by tools for business glossaries, metadata management, data
profiling, data quality management, master data management, reference data management, and information
policy management. Subsequent sections describe the integration points between EDM tools and data
governance and examine how governance tools interact with big data technologies, including Hadoop, NoSQL,
stream computing, and ...
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Otago University Press
9781877372346
Pub Date: 1/1/06
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Information
Technology
COM032000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Dangerous Enthusiasms
E-government, Computer Failure and Information System Development

Robin Gauld, Shaun Goldfinch

Contributor Bio
Robin Gauld is a senior lecturer in Health policy, Department of Preventive and Social Medicine, University of
Otago. He is the author of Revolving Doors: New Zealand's Health Reforms, editor of Continuity and Chaos:

Health Care Management and Delivery in New Zealand and co-author of The Hong Kong Health Sector:

Development and Change. Shaun Goldfinch is Associate Professor of Public Administration at the School of
Business and Management, American University of Sharja, and formerly a senior lecturer in Political Studies at
the University of Otago. He is the author of Remaking New Zealand and Australian Economic Policy: Ideas,

Institutions and Policy Communities.

Summary
Information and the technology that supports its collection, communication and analysis is a core concern of
modern government, making e-government (meaning electronically enabled government) fundamental to the
ongoing "reinvention" of public administration. But the quest for e-government opens up a range of issues -
whether to take a "big bang" or an incremental approach to computerization, how to deal with security and
privacy concerns, how to reconfigure the machinery of government to fit ICT practices - and decisions -
hardware and software procurement, software architecture, access by whom to what. The spending of public
money is always intriguing and perhaps money spent on ICT has been the most intriguing of all, with some
spectacular failures costing millions. This book is written for a general audience and takes a critical look at
policies, problems and prospects for e-government in a series of case studies. Why have ICT failures in the
public sector occurred and what lessons do they provide for the future?

Chicago Review Press
9781613743270
Pub Date: 4/1/12
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Computers  /  Internet
COM060000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Blogs, Wikis, Facebook, and More (2nd Edition)

Everything You Want to Know About Using Today's Internet but Are Afraid to Ask

Terry Burrows

Contributor Bio
Terry Burrows is the author of more than 50 books, including How to Read Music and TXT TLK.

Summary
Don’t know your Flickr from your Facebook? Then you need this guide!

Social media, streaming video, apps, cyber security, tags, and clouds—today’s Internet is changing so fast it’s
difficult for anyone but the most tech-savvy surfer to keep up. How in the World Wide Web are you going to
fully understand the “new” Internet without having to dig through two-inch-thick manuals of geek speak?
Blogs, Wikis, Facebook, and More is a handy miniencyclopedia of useful and interesting sites, big and small,
popular and obscure, that make up today’s Internet community. Each website and online application is
explained through step-by-step screen shots, with details of what each does, why you’d want to use it, and
how to get started. Newly updated and expanded, this guidebook will teach you how to improve your network
security, launch your own blog, explore the virtual world of Second Life, and use tags and bookmarks to
navigate news and social networking sites like a pro. Even expert surfers will find little-known tips to better
use the sites they visit every day.
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MC Press
9781583470121
Pub Date: 4/22/00
$69.00/$103.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

394 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Computers  /  Programming
COM051000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

The AS/400 Programmer's Handbook, Volume II
More Toolbox Examples for Every AS/400 Programmer

Mark McCall

MC Press
9781583470893
Pub Date: 11/1/09
$39.95/$43.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Computers  /  Internet
COM060000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Developing Web 2.0 Applications with EGL for IBM i
Joe Pluta

Contributor Bio
Joe Pluta is the founder and chief architect of Pluta Brothers Design, Inc. and has been writing about the IBM
midrange since IBM System/3. He has written extensively on EGL as a blogger on IBM's EGL site, the EGL
Cafe, and is the author of several books, including E-Deployment: The Fastest Path to the Web, Eclipse: Step

by Step, and WDSC: Step by Step. He lives in Palatine, Illinois.

Summary
Targeting Web 2.0 IT professionals and developers, this important resource provides essential information on
IBM’s Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) and the exciting new EGL Rich UI for the IBM i platform. The first
half explains how the EGL Rich UI takes advantage of the powerful EGL syntax to provide increased flexibility
while designing complex interactive user interfaces from the ground up. This can allow for building Rich
Internet Applications that take advantage of popular frameworks such as Dojo and services from Google, all
integrated together with EGL Rich UI’s built-in widget library. Following is an exploration into harnessing IBM i,
the new open and advanced business application server, through EGL’s ability to make simple connections
from rich clients to back end business services.
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UIT Cambridge Ltd.
9780954452995
Pub Date: 12/1/08
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

640 Pages
Carton Qty: 11
Computers  /  Internet
COM060000

7 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.2 in T |
3.1 lb Wt

Alternative DNS Servers
Choice and Deployment, and Optional SQL/LDAP Back-Ends

Jan-Piet Mens

Contributor Bio
Jan-Piet Mens is an independent consultant specializing in internet technologies.

Summary
Providing a complete survey of DNS (Domain Name System) servers, this reference outlines the most suitable
types of servers for varying scenarios. Addressing performance and security issues, this resource describes in
detail the ideal scenarios for each server. Additional topics discussed include how DNS information can be
stored in LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) directories or SQL databases as well as how to
construct robust DNS systems.

MC Press
9781583473801
Pub Date: 11/15/12
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 105
Computers  /  Management
Information Systems
COM039000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Big Data Analytics
Disruptive Technologies for Changing the Game

Arvind Sathi

Contributor Bio
Dr. Arvind Sathi is the worldwide communication sector lead architect for the information agenda team at
IBM. He received a PhD in Business Administration from Carnegie Mellon University and is the author of
Customer Experience Analytics. He lives in Englewood, Colorado.

Summary
Bringing a practitioner’s view to big data analytics, this work examines the drivers behind big data, postulates
a set of use cases, identifies sets of solution components, and recommends various implementation
approaches. This work also addresses and thoroughly answers key questions on this emerging topic, including
What is big data and how is it being used? How can strategic plans for big data analytics be generated? and
How does big data change analytics architecture? The author, who has more than 20 years of experience in
information management architecture and delivery, has drawn the material from a large breadth of workshops
and interviews with business and information technology leaders, providing readers with the latest in
evolutionary, revolutionary, and hybrid methodologies of moving forward to the brave new world of big data.
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BookBaby
9781543954043
Pub Date: 2/18/19
On Sale Date: 2/18/19
$19.99
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Computers  /  Networking
COM043000

9 in H | 6 in W

Computer Networking Breakthroughs You've Always Wanted
Russ Gundrum, Don McCarty

Contributor Bio
Russ Gundrum is an acknowledged authority on telecommunications-wireline protection problems (from
lightning and power induction) and their solutions. He has been focused on telecom and computer networking
reliability problems, their analysis, and solutions since graduating from college in 1972. His first book on the
subject in 1982 is titled Power Line Interference: Problems & Solutions. He has also written numerous trade
magazine articles on the subject since 1980. He has an MBA in telecommunications from the University of
Dallas and since 2002 has been an adjunct professor at the University of Houston where he instructs graduate
and undergraduate students in computer networking subjects. He's been the principal consultant at Telecom
Problem Solvers, LLC since January 2014 after retiring from AT&T. He is a Life Senior Member of the IEEE,
member of SCTE, and a member of BICSI.

Summary
Unlike any other book in the world, this book discloses important, new information in the computer
networking field that has never been brought to your attention! The technical facts of many problems
affecting telecommunication and computer networks haven't changed since the author wrote his first book on
the subject in 1982, but the equipment and network applications sure have, along with their solutions. And
there's a whole new generation of engineers, managers, and technicians who aren't familiar with the past
development and history of these networks, but who could benefit greatly from that knowledge. This is
especially the case in the local area networking (LAN) environment and the backhaul networks that are being
used to provide Wi-Fi and 5G wireless access. It's the author's sincere hope and desire that what the reader
discovers in this book will be very helpful in designing, installing, and maintaining very cost-effective, reliable,
and high-performance computer and telecom networks. This kind of information is especially needed in the
age of the Internet of Things, as well a...

ASP - Academic & Scientific
Publishers
9789054877158
Pub Date: 2/1/11
$44.00/$46.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

217 Pages
Carton Qty: 35
Computers  /  Programming
COM012040

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Decentralised Reinforcement Learning in Markov Games
Peter Vrancx

Contributor Bio
Peter Vrancx is a postdoctoral researcher at the Computational Modeling Lab (CoMo) at the ASP-VUB. His
research interests include multiagent learning, reinforcement learning, game theory, and swarm intelligence.

Summary
Introducing a new approach to multiagent reinforcement learning and distributed artificial intelligence, this
guide shows how classical game theory can be used to compose basic learning units. This approach to
creating agents has the advantage of leading to powerful, yet intuitively simple, algorithms that can be
analyzed. The setup is demonstrated here in a number of different settings, with a detailed analysis of agent
learning behaviors provided for each. A review of required background materials from game theory and
reinforcement learning is also provided, along with an overview of related multiagent learning methods.
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Huron Street Press
9781937589042
Pub Date: 5/8/12
$15.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

104 Pages
Carton Qty: 132
Computers  /  Programming
COM051000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Build Your Own App for Fun and Profit
Scott La Counte

Contributor Bio
Scott La Counte is an author, a public librarian, an app developer, a book publisher, and a writing instructor
at the Gotham Writers' Workshop. Under the name Scott Douglas, he wrote The N00b Warriors series and
Quiet, Please: Dispatches from a Public Librarian. He lives in Anaheim, California.

Summary
Aimed squarely at the entrepreneur who knows little about mobile applications but is eager to know more,
this primer explains in simple language this fast-growing segment of the world economy. The burgeoning
smartphone and tablet market presents opportunities and new income streams for enterprising business
managers. Avoiding jargon and technical language, the basics of mobile web applications are explained, and
practical advice about using open-access development tools such as PhoneGap are discussed. A sample app is
developed through the course of the book, providing a handy model for the reader. Even rookie developers
with no programming experience will be able to create effective mobile applications using this handy
introduction to a thriving billion-dollar industry.

MC Press
9781931182218
Pub Date: 9/15/05
$59.95/$89.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

400 Pages
INCLUDES CD-ROM
Carton Qty: 20
Computers  /  Programming
COM051000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Developing Web Services for Web Applications
A Guided Tour for Rational Application Developer and WebSphere Application Server

Colette Burrus, Stephanie Parkin

Contributor Bio
Colette Burrus was a project manager for the IBM alphaBeans project working with the Beans Around the
World team. She is the coauthor of Building Applications with IBM WebSphere Studio and JavaBeans and
VisualAge for Java for Non-Programmers. She lives in Apex, North Carolina. Stephanie Parkin is content
manager for IBM's VisualAge Developer Domain (VADD) and WebSphere Developer Domain web sites. She
has created documentation for various programming languages, including VisualAge for Basic. She is the
former editor in chief of WebSphere Developer Technical Journal and the author of two tutorial series on the
VADD web site: Designing Beans for Visual Programming and Visual Programming with VAJ. She lives in
Lexington, Kentucky.

Summary
This book shows you how easy it is to create and use Web Services with IBM® Rational Application Developer
or Web Developer, and WebSphere Application Server.

Intended for novice to intermediate Java programmers, Developing Web Services for Web Applications teaches
users how to create Web Services, deploy Web Services to a server, and create client applications that use
Web Services. Each chapter of the book teaches a key Web Service concept and takes you on a detailed,
guided tour for creating or using a particular Web Service. Even if you’re completely new to Web Services, by
the time you finish the lessons in this book, you’ll have all the skills needed to create useful Java programs
with Web Services.

Using the “guided tour” approach, the book comes with practical step-by-step instructions and numerous
screen captures, making it easy to follow along. While most books teach how to use either a development tool
or a particular technology, Developing Web Services for Web Applications combines learning about Web
Services with using Rational Developer tools. Each chapter develops a comp...
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BookBaby
9781543936247
Pub Date: 7/15/18
On Sale Date: 7/15/18
$49.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

344 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Computers  /  Programming
Languages
COM051040

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Arm Assembly for Embedded Applications, 4th Edition
Daniel Lewis

Contributor Bio
Prior to joining Santa Clara University (SCU) in 1975, Lewis worked for six years at General Electric's
Aerospace Division where he designed a fault-tolerant clocking system for one of the first triple-redundant
automatic landing systems for commercial aircraft. He has consulted for a number of Bay Area companies,
including the Singer-Link Company, where his design of new algorithms and a corresponding modular array of
VLSI circuits became the basis of a new product line of real-time computer graphics systems. Lewis' efforts
led to the creation of SCU's Computer Engineering department in 1988, serving as its chair for the first 18
years. Lewis is the 2010 recipient of SCU's Brutacao Family Foundation Award for Curriculum Innovation, and
author of three books, Fundamentals of Embedded Software: Where C and Assembly Meet, which has been
published in four languages and received national recognition in the 2003 Alpha Sigma Nu book competition,
Fundamentals of Embedded Software with the ARM® Cortex-M3, which has been published in two languages,
and ARM Assembly for Embedded Applications.

Summary
ARM Assembly for Embedded Applications is a text for a sophomore-level course in computer science,
computer engineering, or electrical engineering that teaches students how to write functions in ARM assembly
called by a C program. The C/Assembly interface (i.e., function call, parameter passing, return values, register
conventions) is presented early so that students can write simple functions in assembly as soon as possible.
The text then covers the details of arithmetic, bit manipulation, making decisions, loops, integer arithmetic,
real arithmetic floating-point and fixed-point representations, inline coding and I/O programming.What's new:
This 4th edition adds more than 30 pages of new material, including a complete revision of Chapter 12 to
focus on composite data types with applications for rational and complex arithmetic. The text now uses the
GNU ARM Embedded Toolchain for program development on Windows, Linux or OS X operating systems, and
is supported by a textbook website that provides numerous resources including PowerPoint lecture slides,
programming assignments and a ru...

MC Press
9781931182270
Pub Date: 1/1/08
$59.95/$74.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

650 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Computers  /  Programming
Languages
COM051010

9 in H | 7 in W | 1.2 in T |
1.9 lb Wt

Building Applications with IBM Rational Application Developer and

JavaBeans (2nd Edition)

Colette Burrus, Stephanie Parkin

Contributor Bio
Colette Burrus worked at IBM for more than 20 years in a variety of programming and project management
positions. Stephanie Parkin is a Senior Software Developer at IBM. They are the coauthors of Building

Applications with IBM WebSphere Studio and JavaBeans, Developing Web Services for Web Applications, and
VisualAge for Java for Non-Programmers. Colette Burrus lives in Apex, North Carolina. Stephanie Parkin lives
in Lexington, Kentucky.

Summary
Designed for programmers with limited Java experience, this informative guidebook shows how applications,
applets, and servlets can be created with ease using IBM’s Rational Application Developer paired with
JavaBeans. Step-by-step guidelines accompanied by screen captures and code samples demonstrate how to
build JavaServer Faces Web applications, as well as Java applications complete with graphical user interfaces.
Instruction is also provided on using Rational Application Developer’s debugger, incorporating relational
databases with Java, and adding Asynchronous JavaScript and XML behavior to applications in order to
produce more interactive and usable web pages. Exercises at the end of each chapter ensure that even novice
Java programmers will learn how to combine reusable components to get applications up and running quickly.
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MC Press
9781583474211
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$79.95/$107.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

472 Pages
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Complete CL
Sixth Edition

Ted Holt

Contributor Bio
Ted Holt holds a Master of Science degree in computer science from the University of Southern Mississippi
and has taught at universities, community colleges, and vocational-technical schools. He has written
numerous articles and technical tips for print and online publications, and is the author or coauthor of eight
books, among them Complete CL, Power CL, and Qshell for iSeries.

Summary
The IBM i Control Language, or CL, is the human interface to one of the most successful computing platforms
ever. Mastery of this language is necessary to get the greatest benefit from the IBM i server. This book helps
programmers and system administrators using IBM i get the most out of the platform by writing useful CL
programs. This new edition has been updated for IBM i 7.3 and includes new built-in functions, new data
types, and new support for SQL. Upon completion of the book, readers will be able to write and compile
robust, production-grade programs in the IBM i Control Language, guided by a CL expert.

MC Press
9781583473580
Pub Date: 9/1/11
$79.95/$87.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

592 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Computers  /  Programming
Languages
COM051010

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.2 in T
| 2.7 lb Wt

Control Language Programming for IBM i
Jim Buck, Bryan Meyers, Dan Riehl

Contributor Bio
Jim Buck is a programmer with more than 25 years of experience, an analyst instructor at Gateway Technical
College, and the president of the Wisconsin Midrange Computer Professional Association. He is the coauthor of
Mastering IBM i and the recipient of the 2007 IBM System i Innovation-Education Excellence Award. He lives
in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Bryan Meyers is the author of numerous books, including Desktop Guide to CL

Programming, RPG IV Jump Start, and VisualAge for RPG. He lives in Billings, Montana. Dan Riehl is the
president of the 400 School and the IT Security and Compliance Group, LLC. He is a writer and technical
editor for System iNEWS and the author of Control Language Programming for the AS/400. He lives in
Chesterfield, Missouri.

Summary
Covering the basics of Control Language (CL) programming as well as the latest CL features—including new
structured-programming capabilities, file-processing enhancements, and the Integrated Language
Environment—this resource is geared towards students learning CL. The book guides readers towards a
professional grasp of CL techniques, introducing complex processes and concepts through review questions,
hands-on exercises, and programming assignments that reinforce each chapter’s contents. In addition to 25
chapters that cover CL from start to finish, a comprehensive appendix with condensed references to the most
commonly used CL commands is also included along with two additional appendixes that cover the essentials
of programming tools and debugging.
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MC Press
9781583473849
Pub Date: 4/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/14
$79.95/$89.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
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COM051400
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1.2 lb Wt

Advanced Guide to PHP on IBM i
Kevin Schroeder

Contributor Bio
Kevin Schroeder is the technical manager for education and consulting for MagentoU and a former technical
consultant for Zend Technologies. He is the author of You Want to Do What with PHP? and the coauthor of
The IBM i Programmer’s Guide to PHP. He lives in Frisco, Texas.

Summary
Working through many of the concepts and skills needed by intermediate and advanced PHP developers, this
book is specifically designed to help good PHP developers become indispensable ones. Topics include
debugging, test-driven development, web-based development, advanced object-oriented programming, and
web security, and the book also takes an in-depth look at the new PHP Toolkit for IBM i provided by Zend
Technologies. Upon completion of this book, readers will be able to use its principles as a basis for architecting
complex applications, building web services according to the best standards currently available, significantly
reducing the time spent discovering and fixing errors in code, designing architectures that are testable and
predictable, building secure applications by protecting against most known attacks, and avoiding and
preparing for common performance issues.

MC Press
9781583474051
Pub Date: 7/10/17
Ship Date: 7/10/17
$69.95/$94.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

360 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Computers  /  Programming
Languages
COM051290

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

21st Century RPG: /Free, ILE, and MVC
David Shirey

Contributor Bio
David Shirey is president of Shirey Consulting Services, providing technical and business consulting services
for the IBM i world. He is also a contributing author at MC Press Online.

Summary
This guide teaches programmers who have been left behind in the IBM i’s evolution to code more productively
and modernize their business applications. Shirey uses a casual, humorous teaching style to explain the
concepts, along with plenty of code examples. Readers will gain confidence in areas that may be new to them
and use the provided examples to practice what they’ve learned. The manual is structured so that whether
they are using the latest IBM i technology or an older version, readers will learn methods to improve coding
and applications, as well as become comfortable with writing programs using ILE RPG, free-format RPG, and
Model-View-Controller (MVC).
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MC Press
9781583470954
Pub Date: 1/19/10
$79.95/$87.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Computers  /  Programming
Languages
COM051290

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.8 in T | 2
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Advanced Integrated RPG
Thomas Snyder

Contributor Bio
Thomas Snyder is a computer programmer and analyst who has been developing RPG applications for more
than a decade, working to modernize them as well as to integrate them with other technologies, such as Java
and QShell. He is a Sun-certified Java programmer and formerly worked at Intel as a hardware engineer. He
lives in Scranton, Pennsylvania.

Summary
Written for experienced RPG programmers who want to take advantage of the latest technologies—such as
Excel spreadsheets, Adobe files, and e-mail—from within their existing applications without buying costly
software, this manual illustrates how to integrate RPG and Java in easy-to-understand code and with
cost-effective options. Currently, there exists a very distinct line of expertise between IBM I programmers and
Windows and Internet programmers, and this reference breaks through those obstacles to show common
development tools for sharing information and building more compatible interfaces. Filling a very crucial gap,
this resource shows programmers how to automatically e-mail reports using RPG and JavaMail, how to embed
SQL and create text and XML files from within RPG, and how to migrate existing green-bar reports to Excel
spreadsheets. An essential reference, this guide covers hard-to-find yet crucial information and introduces
RPG programmers to modern environments.

Crowood Press
9781847975126
Pub Date: 4/1/14
$27.95/$33.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Computers  /  Reference
COM052000
Series: Crowood
Metalworking Guides

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.7 in
T | 1.7 lb Wt

CNC Milling in the Workshop
Marcus Bowman

Contributor Bio
Dr. Marcus Bowman has been machining metal for 40 years, and programming since 1970. A lifelong maker
of models, clocks, and tools, he enjoys the synthesis of machining technique and programming involved in
applying CNC in the workshop, and uses CAD, CAM, and CNC software to extend the boundaries of what can
be achieved.

Summary
A practical approach to using the CNC mill, aimed at everyone with a workshop, particularly

modelmakers and horologists

CNC (computer numerical control) milling machines are now available to even the smallest of workshops,
allowing designers to be more ambitious and machinists to be more confident of the production of parts,
greatly increasing the potential of milling at home. This accessible guide takes a practical approach to
software and techniques, and explains how you can make full use of your CNC mill to produce ambitious
works of a high standard. It offers authoritative advice on programming and operating a CNC mill and a guide
to the major CAD/CAM/CNC software such as Mach3, LuxCNC, and Vectric packages, without being restricted
to any particular make of machine; as well as practical projects and examples of a wide range of finished
work.
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BookBaby
9781682220290
Pub Date: 9/10/15
$24.99/$29.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

594 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Computers  /  Security
COM053000
Series: COMBAT READY
SERIES

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.4 in T |
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COMBAT READY IT AND PIE
CYBER SECURITY FOR SMALL MEDIUM BUSINESS AND PERPETUAL IMPROVEMENT EVERYWHE

PAUL B. DOVE

Contributor Bio
My experience has been grounded in Management Consultancy, IT Operations and Security for thirty plus
years. As an engineer, at the age of 22 I developed the Message Waiting Lamp on telephones. I have held
various CIO and CTO positions from the age of 24! I have had two strikes at pioneering and still enjoy the
cutting edge of technology and still retained as an advisor to several start-ups and enterprise boards. Clients
believe my five strengths are: humour, honesty, technical leadership, communicating and strategy. They also
say I have uncanny super caster abilities. I travel a great deal and have held operations, project management
and process consultant roles in several companies and tenures in forty-four countries. I have spoken at
numerous conferences and also educate graduates as a visiting lecturer. I have been engaged by Banks and
Venture Capitalists, Credit Card Providers, Military, Government, Telecoms, Cloud Service Providers, Mobile
and Technology sectors. My Architecture skills were honed by designing forty-two global reach Internet and
VOIP networks. I have project man...

Summary
Like the Industrial Revolution and the Information Technology Age, this year we started a new Wave headlined
as the Golden Wave of the SMB - (the age of the Artisan). Enterprises have already commenced reducing
their workforces. Craftflows will be handed off out to artisans, specialists, and in particular SMBs. Robotica
and automation technology join and the accepted notion of the FTE will disappear. The way we work today will
start to change, no job will be safe or long term. Millennial's may never work in the way we perceive work
now. The age of the four-man company is here: the Boss, the IT guy, the Specialist, and the Robot. Leisure
time will increase and a return to cottage industry and artisans will rise. De-urbanisation will be ignited by the
Rich/Poor divide gap widens where only the wealthy can afford city housing and prices. Everyone will rely on
the Internet. The Internet cannot cope with this in its current design. Cyber security may degrade the
Internet so badly to be unworkable. This book sets out a new way for SMBs to prepare for the change and
start Innovating. Cyber ...

American Academy of
Pediatrics
9781581104523
Pub Date: 10/1/10
$14.95/$19.99 Can./£10.99
UK/€11.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

335 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Print Run: 5K
Computers  /  Security
COM060040

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

CyberSafe
Protecting and Empowering Kids in the Digital World of Texting, Gaming, and Social Media

Gwenn Schurgin O'Keeffe

Contributor Bio
Gwenn Schurgin O’Keeffe, MD, FAAP, is a practicing pediatrician, health journalist, and CEO of Pediatrics Now,
an online health and communications company. Through www.pediatricsnow.com and the nationally
syndicated blog www.drgwennisin.com, she addresses issues ranging from general health to those concerning
the intersection of health care and social media. She is a fellow and national spokeswoman of the American
Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and an executive committee member of the AAP’s Council of Communications
and Media and was the lead author of the council’s social media and sexting tips. She lives in Boston.

Ebooks

CyberSafe - E-Book - 10/1/2010 $11.95 9781581105629

Summary
From helping children deal with cyberbullying to identifying control systems for monitoring their online
activities, this guide steers parents through the often-intimidating digital landscape where young children can
be plugged in 24/7. In addition to informing about the latest trends in technology—social-networking sites
such as Facebook, gaming systems, mp3 players, and cell phones—this handbook empowers parents to
embrace the new innovations and help children get the most out of technology in a safe, well-informed
manner. Suggestions for setting boundaries by age group, a cyber dictionary, sample family internet-safety
pledges, and listings of additional resources are also included.
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MC Press
9781583470596
Pub Date: 4/1/06
$14.95/$20.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

180 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
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BYTE-ing Satire
A Light-Hearted Poke in Technology's Eye

Joel Klebanoff

Contributor Bio
Joel Klebanoff has more than 25 years experience in programming, marketing, reviewing, and using
information technologies. He is the president of Klebanoff Associates, a company that provides marketing
communication services to computer hardware, software, and services vendors, and is the author of the
weekly Web column MC TNT Tips 'n Tirades. He lives in Toronto, Ontario.

Summary
Skewering a vast array of technology topics that apply to IT professionals and laypeople alike, this compilation
of MC Press' popular MC TNT Tips 'n Tirades online column follows the author as he searches for the answer
to that eternal question: Is technology more hindrance than help? Wry critiques of the pitfalls of eBay, the
dangers of online surgical advice, the value of pet cloning technology, the trouble with jargon junkies, and cell
phone etiquette are doled out masterfully. For those who work with, own, appreciate, or hate all that modern
science has to offer, this collection of keen insights and clever musings on the often hilarious interaction
between technology and human beings offers an entertaining and delightful look at the frustrations and laughs
that are a part of techie culture.

• On Spam: "When telemarketing calls, spam, and regular junk mail fully clog all other forms of
communication, the only remaining option will be to accept visitors to my home office, and I really don’t want
to have to clean up my place."

• On Merging TVs and Computers: "I have never spent a mome...

Dike Publishers
9783037512463
Pub Date: 10/1/10
$46.00
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

142 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Computers  /  Social Aspects
COM079000
Series: Dike Law Books

9 in H | 6.3 in W

E-Democracy in Switzerland
Practice and Perspectives

Urs Gasser, James M. Thurman, Richard StÃ?Â?Ã?Â¤ub...

Summary
Electronic democracy is a relatively new subject of study. However, with the globalization of Internet use, the
deployment of information and communication technology to improve democracy has rapidly gained worldwide
attention. The authors of this book explore the practice of e-democracy in Switzerland, using three examples
that roughly map three stages of the democratic process: 1) the pre-voting stage of Smartvote, a
candidate-voter matching system; 2) the voting stage itself on the implementation of electronic voting
(e-voting); and 3) the post-voting phase on the use of blogs by Moritz Leuenberger and Christoph Blocher, a
current and a former member of the Swiss government, respectively. The authors describe and assess the
implications of these uses of the Internet on democratic processes in Switzerland. They conclude that
developing the tools discussed would hold opportunities for Swiss democracy, as they contribute to central
principles of the democratic process, namely voter participation and citizen awareness. This report is a
contribution by the Research Center for Informati...
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J. Ross Publishing
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Pub Date: 10/1/09
$49.95
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Hardcover

280 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
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Development & Engineering
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The Business Value of Agile Software Methods
Maximizing ROI with Just-in-Time Processes and Documentation

David Rico, Hasan Sayani, Saya Sone

Contributor Bio
Dr. David F. Rico, PMP, CSM, has been a technical leader in support of NASA, DARPA, DISA, SPAWAR, USAF,
AFMC, NAVAIR, CECOM, and MICOM for over 25 years. He has led, managed, or participated in over 20
organization change initiatives using Agile methods, Lean Six Sigma, ISO 9001, CMMI, SW-CMM, Enterprise
Architecture, Baldrige, and DoD 5000. Dr. Rico specializes in IT investment analysis, IT project management,
and IT-enabled change. He has been an international keynote speaker, published numerous articles, and
written or contributed to six textbooks. David holds a B.S. in Computer Science, an M.S. in Software
Engineering, and a D.M. in Information Systems. Dr. Hasan H. Sayani has been in industry and academia for
over 40 years. His interests are in information systems, information systems development, life cycle methods
and tools, and semantic database management systems. Dr. Sayani has taught at the University of Maryland
College Park in the Information Systems Management program. He co-founded a firm which built systems for
various commercial and governmental organizations. Dr. Sa...

Summary
Whether to continue using traditional cost and benefit analysis methods such as systems and software
engineering standards or to use a relatively new family of software development processes known as Agile
methods is one of most prevalent questions within the information technology field today. Since each family of
methods has its strengths and weaknesses, the question being raised by a growing number of executives and
practitioners is: Which family of methods provides the greater business value and return on investment
(ROI)? Whereas traditional methods have been in use for many decades, Agile methods are still a new
phenomenon and, until now, very little literature has existed on how to quantify the business value of Agile
methods in economic terms, such as ROI and net present value (NPV).Using cost of quality, total cost of
ownership, and total life cycle cost parameters, The Business Value of Agile Software Methods offers a
comprehensive methodology and introduces the industry's initial top-down parametric models for quantifying
the costs and benefits of using Agile methods to cr...

MC Press
9781931182317
Pub Date: 11/21/11
$79.95/$87.95 Can.
Discount Code: XSH
Trade Paperback

752 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Computers  /  Software
Development & Engineering
COM051230

9 in H | 7 in W | 1.8 in T |
3.1 lb Wt

Advanced Java EE Development for Rational Application Developer 7.5
(2nd Edition)

Developers' Guidebook

Robert McChesney, Kameron Cole, Richard Raszka

Contributor Bio
Robert McChesney is an advisory software engineer in the Application Integration and Middleware division of
IBM Software Group. He is an IBM certified application developer and an advanced application developer
—Rational Application Developer Version 7. He lives in Austin, Texas. Kameron Cole is a complex solutions
architect in IBM Text Analytics Group with Enterprise Content Management Emerging Solutions. He is an IBM
certified systems expert for WebSphere administration and a Sun-certified Java EE developer. He lives in
Miami Beach, Florida. Richard Raszka is an integration/application architect in the Australia/New Zealand
Global Business Services Architecture Practice in IBM Global Business Services Australia. He is a master
certified IT specialist with the Open Group and a certified IT specialist in IBM.

Summary
Written by IBM senior field engineers and senior product development experts, this advanced book provides a
solid look at the development of a range of core Java EE technologies, as well as an in-depth description of
the development facilities provided by IBM Rational Application Developer version 7.5. Since the Java EE
developmental platform incorporates a wide range of technologies from disparate and myriad sources, this
up-to-date guidebook helps developers triumph over the complexity and depth of knowledge required to build
successful architectures. Senior developers, engineers, and architects—especially those who work with
Rational Application Developer and those seeking certification at the Sun-certified Java master-tier level or the
IBM Rational Application Developer certified professional and certified advanced professional levels—will
appreciate this convenient, single reference point.
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Self-Counsel Press
9781770402973
Pub Date: 1/30/18
Ship Date: 1/30/18
$15.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

168 Pages
Carton Qty: 69
Computers  /  System
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COM030000
Series: Reference Series
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Declutter Your Data
Take Charge of Your Data and Organize Your Digital Life

Angela Crocker

Contributor Bio
Angela Crocker has been described as a pioneer of ethical social media, a business savvy digital goddess,
and an information organizing superhero. A thought leader on online communities, digital decluttering, and
content planning, Angela works as an author, speaker, and instructor to help businesses and individuals plan,
communicate, and engage through digital media. An accomplished teacher, Angela has created and presented
numerous college-level courses, custom workshops, and one-on-one tutorials. 'Declutter Your Data' is her
fourth book.

Summary
Technology makes things faster, and simpler. At the same time, with all the technology that surrounds us on a
daily basis, everyone is awash in too much information. Our computers, phones, tablets, work projects, tax
and other files, and various online accounts all store data. It's a lot!
Can anything be done? Yes! Declutter Your Data is for anyone who is interested in making better use of
technology, cleaning up their digital clutter, and coming up with an organized and efficient way to access their
data going forward.
This book guides readers step by step through the process of figuring out what data is important to them;
wrestling with the information to clear out what's not useful and organize what they want to keep; and
dealing with the ongoing data maintenance aspect that is a necessity in this digital age.
Following author Angela Crocker's advice and putting these ideas into practice will reduce your digital clutter,
make you more efficient, help you save time, and give you a happier relationship with your information,
clearing your mind for more important things.

ASP - Academic & Scientific
Publishers
9789054874164
Pub Date: 4/1/08
$35.00/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

324 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Computers  /  User
Interfaces
COM070000
Series: Crosstalks

9 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.7 in T |
1 lb Wt

Brave New Interfaces
Individual, Social and Economic Impact of the Next Generation Interfaces

Jan Cornelis, Marleen Wynants

Contributor Bio
Jan Cornelis is the vice-rector of research at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Free University of Brussels) and
head of the university's electronics and information-processing department. He is also a consultant professor
at Northwestern Polytechnical University in Xian, China, and a member of the board of directors of the
Interuniversity MicroElectronics Centre in Leuven, Belgium. Marleen Wynants is the operational director of
the CROSSTALKS program and a contributor to JANUS magazine. They are the coeditors of How Open Is the

Future?

Summary
Compiled by the CROSSTALKS program for policy-probing scientific issues, this volume reflects on the
meaning and impact of existing and future interfaces—and what the added value could be. Offering a broad
analysis of the individual, social, and economic impacts that the next generation of interfaces will have, its
unique interdisciplinary approach combines the perspectives of artists, academics, and businesspeople.
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Orbit Media Studios, Inc.
9780988336490
Pub Date: 5/1/18
$22.95
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

282 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Computers  /  Web
COM060080
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Content Chemistry (5th Edition)

The Illustrated Handbook for Content Marketing

Andy Crestodina

Contributor Bio
Andy Crestodina is the cofounder and the strategic director of Orbit Media Studios, an award-winning web
design company, which has completed more than 1,000 successful website projects. He is a top-rated speaker
at national conferences who is dedicated to the teaching of marketing. His favorite topics include search
engine optimization, social media, analytics, and content strategy. He has written more than 100 articles on
content marketing topics. He lives in Chicago.

Summary
This edition has been updated to reflect new technology and marketing trends. The result of thousands of
conversations about web marketing with hundreds of companies, this handbook is a compilation of the most
important and effective lessons and advice about the power of search engine optimization, social media, and
email marketing. The first and only comprehensive guide to content marketing, this book explains the social,
analytical, and creative aspects of modern marketing that are necessary to succeed on the web. By first
covering the theory behind web and content marketing and then detailing it in practice, it shows how it is not
only critical to modern business but is also a lot of fun.

Beaufort Books
9780825308956
Pub Date: 5/22/19
$16.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

275 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Business & Economics  / 
Industries
BUS070030

9 in H | 6 in W

The Bottom-up Revolution
Mastering the Emerging World of Connectivity

Rob Kall

Contributor Bio
Rob Kall is an award-winning journalist, inventor, software architect, connector and visionary. Articles by and
about him have been featured in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, CNN, ABC, the HuffPost,
Success, Discover and other media. He's given talks and workshops to Fortune 500 execs and national
medical and psychological organizations, and pioneered first-of-their-kind conferences in Positive Psychology,
Brain Science and Story. He hosts some of the world's smartest, most interesting and powerful people on his
Bottom up Radio Show. Rob founded and publishes one of the top Google- ranked progressive news and
opinion sites, OpEdNews.com

Barack Obama, Bernie Sanders, Hillary Clinton, George W. Bush, Sir Richard Branson, Steve Jobs, and Mark
Zuckerberg have all said that that change or growth happen from the bottom up.

But what does it mean and how do you do “bottom up” better and smarter? Bottom up is a way of life and a
way of doing...

Summary
Barack Obama, Bernie Sanders, Hillary Clinton, George W. Bush, Sir Richard Branson, Steve Jobs, and Mark
Zuckerberg have all said that that change or growth happen from the bottom up.

But what does it mean and how do you do “bottom up” better and smarter? Bottom up is a way of life and a
way of doing business. Bottom-Up: The Connection Revolution, picks up where Malcolm Gladwell’s Tipping

Point left off. It is a how-to book for businesses, leaders, organizations, activists, and individuals, cracking
wide-open humankind’s biggest trend in seven million years. By understanding the roots and implications of
“bottom up” and “top down” you’ll be better able to tap the incredible power of this trend, as the billionaire
founders of Google, Facebook, Craigslist and Twitter have done.
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MC Press
9781583473481
Pub Date: 4/21/17
Ship Date: 4/21/17
$79.95/$107.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

576 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Computers  /  Web
COM060160
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Developing Business Applications for the Web
With HTML, CSS, JSP, PHP, ASP.NET, and JavaScript

Christian Hur, Laura Ubelhor

Contributor Bio
Christian Hur is an IT-Web Instructor at Gateway Technical College in Racine, Wisconsin. He teaches a
variety of online, traditional, and distance learning courses including web programming, HTML5 and CSS3,
JavaScript, Visual Basic 2012, networking, and mobile programming with Android. He also co-founded two
companies: Bluebell Company, Inc. (a multimedia and e-commerce business in Los Angeles) and Mydia
Entertainment Group, LLC, (with his wife in 2012). Christian’s career in Web development spans more than 20
years. In 1994, he created his first website with HTML and published it on the Web. Since then he has
developed many websites and Web-based applications using a variety of Web development tools. He has also
managed numerous dedicated Web servers and maintained many websites using a variety of content
management systems, including Joomla, Drupal, and WordPress. During his five years as Senior Web
Developer at Gannett Wisconsin Media (2009-2014), Christian managed 10 major Wisconsin newspaper
websites and maintained and developed more than a dozen niche sites. Christian received ...

Summary
This book focuses on using common Web tools to develop business applications. Professional business
programmers who are new to Web development will quickly acquire the relevant information they need,
starting with HTML and CSS. The book goes beyond simple HTML and introduces other common Web
technologies, including Java Server Pages (JSP), PHP, ASP.NET, and JavaScript. The book shows how those
technologies interact with HTML and how developers can use them to develop and deploy business
applications that users access via the Web. This book is written by business programmers and educators for
business programmers. It is not just an introduction to HTML, but an introduction to the most common tools
any business programmer needs to develop browser-based applications. Upon completion of the book, a
business developer or student will have learned to develop and implement a completed browser-based
business application.

Random House UK
9781783524136
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$23.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Games & Activities  /  Video
& Electronic
GAM013000

7.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Attack of the Flickering Skeletons
More Terrible Old Games You've Probably Never Heard Of

Stuart Ashen

Contributor Bio
Stuart Ashen makes videos for YouTube and writes comedy scripts and sometimes acts in things. On his
YouTube channel he reviews the best of the worst junk that the world has to offer. His first book was Terrible

Old Games You've Probably Never Heard Of.

Summary
YouTube sensation Stuart Ashen is back with his second installment of terrible old computer games you’ve
probably never heard of, because what the world needs right now is to know exactly how bad Domain of the

Undead for the Atari 8-bit computers was. Even bigger than the original Terrible Old Games You’ve Probably

Never Heard Of, this second excavation of gaming’s buried past will not only unearth more appalling excuses
for digital entertainment, but also feature guest contributors and several special interest chapters not based
around single specific games. These are NOT the games you’ve heard of a million times in YouTube videos.
This is a compilation of truly obscure and dreadful games. Dripping with wry humor and featuring the best,
worst graphics from the games themselves, this book encapsulates the atrocities produced in the days of tight
budgets and low quality controls. These are even more appalling games that leaked from the industry’s tear
ducts, taken down from the dusty shelves of history by the man who has somehow made a living by sticking
rubbish on a sofa and talking ...
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Atlantic Books
9781843543312
Pub Date: 1/1/07
$14.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

592 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
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Colossus
Bletchley Park's Greatest Secret

Paul Gannon

Contributor Bio
Paul Gannon writes on all aspects of information and communications technology.

Summary
In 1940, almost a year after the outbreak of World War II, Allied radio operators at an interception station in
South London began picking up messages in a strange new code. Using science, math, innovation, and
improvisation, Bletchley Park code breakers worked furiously to invent a machine to decipher what turned out
to be the secrets of Nazi high command. It was called Colossus. What these code breakers didn't realize was
that they had fashioned the world's first true computer. When the war ended, this incredible invention was
dismantled and hidden away for almost 50 years. Paul Gannon has pieced together the tremendous story of
what is now recognized as the greatest secret of Bletchley Park.

Bloomsbury Professional
9781526505866
Pub Date: 9/27/18
On Sale Date: 11/8/18
$165.00/£90.00 UK
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

792 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Law  /  Criminal Law
LAW026000

9.8 in H | 6.1 in W | 1.6 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Cyber Security: Law and Guidance
Helen Wong MBE

Contributor Bio
General Editor Helen Wong, MBE is a corporate commercial lawyer with Clarke Willmott Solicitors and
works with their IP team who are specialists in cyber security and IP law. Previously Helen was with Clifford
Chance (London and Hong Kong), PricewaterhouseCoopers and Walkers in the Cayman Islands. Helen
frequently speaks and writes about topical legal issues including Brexit, cybersecurity and China. She is also
the author of the book, Doing Business After Brexit: A Practical Guide to the Legal Changes (Bloomsbury
Professional, August 2017). She is also a recipient of Her Majesty's Member of the British Empire (MBE).

Summary
Implementing appropriate security measures will be an advantage when protecting organisations

from regulatory action and litigation in cyber security law: can you provide a defensive shield?Cyber

Security: Law and Guidance provides an overview of legal developments in cyber security and data
protection in the European Union and the United Kingdom, focusing on the key cyber security laws and
related legal instruments, including those for data protection and payment services. Additional context is
provided through insight into how the law is developed outside the regulatory frameworks, referencing the
'Consensus of Professional Opinion' on cyber security, case law and the role of professional and industry
standards for security. With cyber security law destined to become heavily contentious, upholding a robust
security framework will become an advantage and organisations will require expert assistance to
operationalise matters. Practical in approach, this comprehensive text will be invaluable for legal practitioners
and organisations. It covers both the law and its practical applicatio...
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Allen & Unwin
9781742378770
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$18.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

180 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Law  /  Liability
LAW113000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Blogging & Tweeting Without Getting Sued
A Global Guide to the Law for Anyone Writing Online

Mark Pearson

Contributor Bio
Mark Pearson is a journalist, a professor of journalism, and the coauthor of The Journalist's Guide to Media

Law. He is a correspondent for Reporters Without Borders and has been published in the Far Eastern

Economic Review and the Wall Street Journal. He blogs from journlaw.com, tweets from @journlaw, and his
Facebook page is "Journ Law."

Summary
A blog or tweet can get its author arrested or cost a lot of money in legal battles—this practical guide

explains how to stay out of trouble when writing online

Every time an internet user blogs or tweets, they may be subject to the laws of more than 200 jurisdictions.
As more than a few bloggers or tweeters have discovered, you can be sued in your own country, or arrested
in a foreign airport as you're heading off on vacation—just for writing something that wouldn't raise an
eyebrow if you said it in a bar or a cafe. In this handy guide, media law expert Mark Pearson explains how to
get your message across without landing in legal trouble. In straightforward language, he explains what
everyone writing online needs to know about free speech, reputation and defamation, privacy, official secrets
and national security, copyright, and false advertising. Whether you host a celebrity Facebook page, tweet
about a hobby, or like to think of yourself as a citizen journalist, you need this guide to keep on the right side
of cyberlaw.

Hart Publishing
9781509919345
Pub Date: 12/28/17
On Sale Date: 2/22/18
$68.00/£50.00 UK
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Law  /  Privacy
LAW116000
Series: Computers, Privacy
and Data Protection

9.2 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.8 in T
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Data Protection and Privacy
The Age of Intelligent Machines

Ronald Leenes, Rosamunde van Brakel, Serge Gutwirt...

Contributor Bio
Ronald Leenes is Professor of Regulation by Technology at the Tilburg Institute for Law, Technology, and
Society, Tilburg University. Rosamunde van Brakel is Researcher and Doctoral Candidate at the Law, Science,
Technology & Society Research Group, Vrije Universiteit Brussel.Serge Gutwirth is Professor of Human Rights,
Comparative Law and Legal Theory and Co-Director of the Law, Science, Technology & Society Research
Group, Vrije Universiteit Brussel.Paul De Hert is full Professor and Co-Director of the Law, Science, Technology
& Society Research Group and of the Brussel Privacy Hub, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; and Associated Professor
at the Tilburg Institute for Law, Technology, and Society, Tilburg University.

Summary
The subjects of Privacy and Data Protection are more relevant than ever with the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) becoming enforceable in May 2018.This volume brings together papers that
offer conceptual analyses, highlight issues, propose solutions, and discuss practices regarding privacy and
data protection. It is one of the results of the tenth annual International Conference on Computers, Privacy
and Data Protection, CPDP 2017, held in Brussels in January 2017.The book explores Directive 95/46/EU and
the GDPR moving from a market framing to a 'treaty-base games frame', the GDPR requirements regarding
machine learning, the need for transparency in automated decision-making systems to warrant against wrong
decisions and protect privacy, the riskrevolution in EU data protection law, data security challenges of Industry
4.0, (new) types of data introduced in the GDPR, privacy design implications of conversational agents, and
reasonable expectations of data protection in Intelligent Orthoses.This interdisciplinary book was written while
the implications of the Genera...
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Behold a Pale Farce
Cyberwar, Threat Inflation, & the Malware Industrial Complex

Bill Blunden, Violet Cheung

Contributor Bio
Bill Blunden is an independent investigator whose current areas of inquiry include information security,
antiforensics, and institutional analysis. He is the author of several books, including Offshoring IT: The Good,

the Bad, and the Ugly and The Rootkit Arsenal. Violet Cheung is a professor of psychology at the University
of San Francisco. Her research addresses self-control, aggression, and war. They both live in San Francisco.

Summary
This book presents a data-driven message that exposes the cyberwar media campaign being directed by the
Pentagon and its patronage networks. By demonstrating that the American public is being coerced by a threat
that has been blown out of proportion—much like the run-up to the Gulf War or the global war on terror—this
book discusses how the notion of cyberwar instills a crisis mentality that discourages formal risk assessment,
making the public anxious and hence susceptible to ill-conceived solutions. With content that challenges
conventional notions regarding cyber security, Behold a Pale Farce covers topics—including cybercrime;
modern espionage; mass-surveillance systems; and the threats facing infrastructure targets such as the
Federal Reserve, the stock exchange, and telecommunications—in a way that provides objective analysis
rather than advocacy. This book is a must-read for anyone concerned with the recent emergence of Orwellian
tools of mass interception that have developed under the guise of national security.

Monash University Publishing
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Digital Divas
Putting the Wow into Computing for Girls

Julie Fisher, Catherine Lang, Annemieke Craig, Hel...

Summary
There is ample literature detailing the general lack of interest that girls show in computing, particularly in
their later teen years, along with the subsequent decline in the number of women who enter the information
technology (IT) workforce. In 2007, to address this problem, a new and revolutionary program was designed
by Australian researchers to excite girls' interest in IT. The program was called 'Digital Divas' and it was
unique because it ran in schools as part of the school curriculum. The underlying philosophy of 'Digital Divas'
was to provide educationally sound materials that tapped into the interest of girls, delivered in all-girl classes
within the school curriculum so as to change girls' perceptions of IT careers. The pilot program was a success
and this led to the design of a larger project, the outcomes of which are the subject of this book. A significant
amount of pre- and post- qualitative and quantitative data was collected from both teachers and students. A
number of focus groups were conducted, one or two years after the girls had undertaken 'Digital Divas'. As ...
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A Beginner's Guide to 3D Printing
14 Simple Toy Designs to Get You Started

Mike Rigsby

Contributor Bio
Mike Rigsby is a professional electrical engineer and author of Haywired and Doable Renewables. He has
written for Popular Science, Robotics Age, Modern Electronics, Circuit Cellar, Byte, and other magazines.

Summary
3D printers have revolutionized the worlds of manufacturing, design, and art. But how does a person with
little or no computer design experience create an object to print? The best way to learn is through hands-on
experience. Professional engineer Mike Rigsby leads readers step-by-step through fourteen simple toy
projects, each illustrated with screen caps of Autodesk 123D Design, the most common free 3D software
available. The projects are later described using Sketchup, another free popular software package.

The toy projects in A Beginner’s Guide to 3D Printing start simple—a domino, nothing more than an extruded
rectangle, a rectangular block. But soon you will be creating jewel boxes with lids, a baking powder
submarine, interchangeable panels for a design-it-yourself miniature house, a simple train with expandable
track, a multipiece airplane, a working paddleboat, and a rubber band–powered car. Finally, you will design,
print, and assemble a Little Clicker, a noise making push toy with froggy eyes. Once trained in the basics, you
will be able to embark on even more elaborate des...
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